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This dissertation introduces a novel 
structure of a surface micromachined 
(MEMS) Fabry-Pérot interferometer. The 
thesis documents the challenges, solutions, 
and results discovered over the development 
from the concept to the proof of operation 
and to the analysis of performance. 
Principles of optical operation are reviewed 
in order to evaluate and link the 
performance with the fabrication result. The 
viewpoint of the hands-on work is in MEMS 
design and development of both the 
fabrication process and the device structure. 
MEMS devices are inherently small and 
suitable for high-volume production at a low 
unit cost. The interferometer is intended for 
use in a spectrometer, which can be 
designed small and accordingly cheap. The 
novel MEMS structure improves the 
performance of a spectroscopy application 
especially in terms of spectral resolution. 
Application areas are envisaged in 
healthcare, agriculture, food industry, 
among many others where small sample 
volumes of organic gaseous compounds 
need cost-effective real-time analysis. 
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Abstract 
The Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) is a tunable optical band-pass filter. The realization 

with micro-electro mechanics (MEMS) technology enables high-volume production of 
miniature-size FPI at a low unit cost. Some ten-euro unit cost, few-millimeter square size, and 
millions of units fabrication volumes could characterize the industrial fabrication. 

The MEMS FPI is a key component of a miniature spectrometer. The gas-phase transmission 
infrared (IR) spectroscopy is applied in the detection and analysis of hydrocarbons, carbon 
dioxide and more complicated organic compounds. Application areas include medical, 
agriculture, automotive, gas security, and interior air quality, to name but a few. 

This work introduces a capacitively tunable surface-MEMS FPI for mid- and thermal IR. The 
unique feature is the Si/air/Si Bragg reflector (DBR) structure enabled by point-wise anchoring 
of tensile-stressed poly-Si films. 

The Si-air DBR enables narrower pass-band (better resolution) and more uniform tuning 
behavior over a wider tuning range. The founding technology of the MEMS FPI at VTT 
additionally provides a wide optical area and generally provides the uniform tuning 
performance. The improved performance is based on the work hypothesis of the Si-air DBR 
optical properties. Along with the proof of concept in this work, further benefits in the 
mechanical behavior of our structure were found. 

The work of the thesis covered the design of the concept, structure, and fabrication process 
for the novel MEMS FPI. Several wafers of multiple device designs were fabricated. Dozens of 
devices were characterized for the optical and electrical performance. In the early phase of the 
work, process-test wafer lots were fabricated for testing the sacrificial-layer composition, poly-
Si implanting and the DBR structure, fabrication and performance. 

The publications, included in the thesis, concentrate on the dissemination of the designs of 
the best performance and of their structure and fabrication. The earlier test runs are not 
emphasized in the publications but the final conclusions are merely rephrased. A paper on the 
DBR demonstration, and another on the implanting optimization, report process-test results 
that supported the development of the fully functional device. 

The scope of the work covers the development from the idea until the proof of the concept. 
The scope is limited such that the devices reliability under environmental loads is discussed 
but not experimentally studied. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Fabry-Perot interferometri (FPI) on säädettävä optinen kaistanpäästösuodin. 

Mikromekaaninen (MEMS) toteutus mahdollistaa hyvin pienen interferometrin 
massatuotannon ja alhaisen yksikköhinnan. Teolliselle tuotannolle tyypillinen yksikköhinta 
olisi kymmenen euron luokkaa, koko muutama neliömilli ja tuotantomäärä miljoonia yksiköitä 

MEMS FPI on pienikokoisen spektrometrin avainkomponentti. Kaasujen 
transmissiospektrometriaa infrapuna-aalloilla käytetään esimerkiksi hiilivetyjen, 
hiilidioksidin ja monimutkaisempien orgaanisten yhdisteiden havaitsemiseen ja analyysiin. 
Sovellusalueita ovat muun muassa lääketiede, maatalous, moottoriajoneuvot, 
kaasuturvallisuus ja sisäilman laatu. 

Tässä työssä kehitettiin kapasitiivisesti säädettävä pintamikromekaaninen FPI termisen 
infrapunan ja keski-infrapunan aallonpituusalueille. Ainutlaatuinen piirre on Braggin peilin 
(DBR) rakenne: Si/ilma/Si. DBR perustuu pistemäisesti ankkuroituihin polypiikalvoihin 
vetojännityksessä. 

Pii-ilma DBR:n avulla savutetaan kapeampi päästökaista (parempi resoluutio), tasaisempi 
suorituskyky säädettäessä ja laajempi säätöalue. Työ pohjautuu VTT:n pintamikromekaanisen 
FPI:n teknologiaan, jolla saavutetaan laaja optinen alue ja joka osaltaan takaa tasaisen 
suorituskyvyn säädössä. Suorituskyvyn parannus perustuu työhypoteesiin pii-ilma DBR:n 
optisista ominaisuuksista. Sen lisäksi että konsepti todennettiin, huomattiin myös etuja 
rakenteen mekaanisessa käytöksessä. 

Väitöskirjan työssä on suunniteltu uuden mikromekaanisen interferometrin konsepti, 
rakenne ja valmistusmenetelmä. Valmistettiin lukuisia kiekkoja, joissa oli useita erilaisia FPI-
mitoituksia ja malleja. Optinen ja sähköinen suorituskyky mitattiin kymmenistä näytteistä. 
Työn alkuvaiheessa valmistettiin myös testikiekkoeriä, joilla tutkittiin uhrikerrosten 
koostumusta, polypiin istutusta sekä DBR:n rakennetta, valmistusta ja suorituskykyä. 

Väitöskirjan julkaisut keskittyvät parhaiten toimineisiin rakenteisiin ja niiden 
valmistukseen. Varhaisiin testiajoihin ei julkaisuissa keskitytä muuten kuin toteamalla niiden 
johtopäätökset. Toimivan laitteen kehitystä tukevien valmistustestien tuloksista käsiteltiin 
yhdessä artikkelissa DBR ja toisessa istutuksen optimointi. 

Väitöskirja kattaa kehitystyön alkaen ideasta aina siihen asti kun konsepti osoitettiin 
toimivaksi. Työstä on rajattu pois kokeellinen tutkimus interfero-metrin suorituskyvystä 
ympäristökuormituksessa, joskin odotuksista on keskusteltu. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 History and background 

 
In the first half of the 19th century, G.B. Airy discussed the theoretical founda-
tions of the optical interference and introduced the analytical formulae that 
model an interferometer transmission. The engineering scientists C. Fabry and 
A. Pérot applied this theory and demonstrated the first practical interferome-
ter at the end of the century. This particular type of an interferometer became 
known as the Fabry-Pérot interferometer (FPI). The analytical expression gov-
erning the FPI transmission is known as the Airy function. One more surname 
in the abbreviations is that of scientists W.H. Bragg and W.L. Bragg, father and 
son, respectively. The introduction of a dielectric multilayer mirror, the dis-
tributed Bragg reflector (DBR), is attributed to their research on crystallog-
raphy, x-ray diffraction, and interference of light in periodic structures. The 
present work outlines the use of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) to 
produce a miniature FPI based on a particular type of the DBR of silicon-air 
multilayer. 

The earliest work on the FPI was naturally confined to visible light. Applica-
tions and research soon spread to the infrared (IR) spectrum probably in part 
because the quality of the instrument is easier to improve for longer wave-
lengths. In this work we concentrate on the wavelength ranges 3 μm < < 5 
μm in the mid-IR and 7 μm < < 11 μm in the thermal IR (TIR) areas of spec-
trum. The motivation comes from specifically targeted applications and from 
the enhancements offered by the proposed MEMS technology in this spectral 
range. 

The earliest applications of the FPI and other types of optical interferometers 
emerged from the development of the instrument itself: in the related technol-
ogy and theory. The first proofs of applicability were in the studies of optical 
resonance, interference, and in the nature of light propagation [1]. The accura-
cy of length standards and determination of related quantities, such as the 
speed of light, benefited from the optical interferometry. Subsequent applica-
tions have moved away from optics to include especially spectroscopy in mate-
rials science and in astronomy. 

MEMS technology inherits the fabrication methods of the semiconductor 
structures of integrated electronics [2-6]. The history dates back to the latter 
half of the 20th century. The basic structure of a DBR is composed of layers 
with thickness (often /4) controlled at a fraction of wavelength. Accordingly, 
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the corresponding development of the dielectric mirrors has always involved 
some type of nanofabrication [7]. Publications have often featured dielectric 
mirror improvements with new results in thin-film deposition, especially those 
related to semiconductor lasers after the late 1980’s. 

A tunable FPI can be realised by the use of a control system –typically elec-
tromechanical– which can be either macro or microscale in size [8]. Early pa-
pers on a tunable surface-MEMS FPI date back to mid 1990’s [9-11]. One can-
not unambiguously categorize all reports and demonstrations of the FPI to the 
macroscopic ones and to the MEMS devices. In some cases the structural ma-
terials can aid categorization. Semiconductors and dielectrics are MEMS 
whereas metals indicate macro mechanics. Nevertheless, the macro- and 
MEMS-FPI share many approaches like a metal-coated glass mirror or a sili-
con plate in the infrared. The size alone cannot be used to distinguish the dif-
ference, especially as one of the challenges to improve the modern MEMS-
based FPI devices is to increase the optical area. The device footprint may de-
crease by several orders of magnitude when an existing principle is introduced 
on the MEMS scale. In contrast, many applications require a large as possible 
optically active area that does not compromise MEMS-manufacturing benefits 
too severely.  

Rather than being able to recognize MEMS FPI characteristics, it is better 
justified to look at the benefits of the miniaturization and of MEMS manufac-
turing and at the figures of merit that are distinct or differently emphasized, 
compared with macroscopic devices. The advantages of MEMS technology are 
that it enables low cost, small size, and high volumes of manufacture. On the 
other hand, performance figures of the FPI key functions are not typically im-
proved by MEMS realizations, compared with the macro-scale instruments. 
Reliability, repeatability and robustness of MEMS are often inherent proper-
ties of the chosen technology, whereas a macroscopic instrument may feature a 
complicated sub-system for the same objectives. The small mass may protect a 
MEMS device against a mechanical shock but, systems that compensate 
against temperature, humidity, or pressure may appear too expensive com-
pared with the MEMS-device basic cost. 

1.2 Operating principle and performance merits 

The FPI is a band-pass filter for electromagnetic radiation at optical frequen-
cies, often visible light or infrared [12-14]. The basic design produces a narrow 
pass band, known as the transmission peak. The operation is based on the op-
tical interference between two facing parallel, often planar, reflectors (mirrors). 
An incident signal couples to the FPI cavity between the mirrors, which form 
an optical one-dimensional resonator [15]. The exit signal leaks out at the res-
onance wavelength 1 and the spectrum of the transmission peak propagates in 
the initial direction of the incident signal. For the signal to couple and exit, the 
mirrors must not feature 100% reflectivity but a finite transmission is neces-
sary, hence the definition ‘semi-transparent’ mirrors. 
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A tunable FPI provides a means to control one of the parameters that define 
the spectral location of the transmission peak. The primary design factor for 
the transmission wavelength is the spacing between the facing reflectors. The 
distance must fulfil the constructive resonance condition [16]. Typically, the 
tuning is realised by altering this inter-mirror gap.  

The tunable FPI figures of merit include the resolution, transmission level, 
the tuning range, the stop-band width and the rejection ratio. The transmis-
sion-peak full width at half maximum (FWHM) quantifies the FPI filter resolu-
tion. In the cases relevant for this thesis, the narrower this peak is the better. 
Moreover the transmission level, compared with the incident signal, is desired 
to be as high as possible. The peak height can theoretically reache 100 % but 
losses, geometry imperfections and design asymmetry typically reduce the 
peak to lower levels.  The tuning range is ultimately limited by the electro-
mechanical design of the tuning method. If the reflectors operate over a lim-
ited band only, as in the case of a MEMS FPI featuring DBR mirrors, the re-
flector band also limits the usable tuning range. The tuning range and the peak 
FWHM and height dependence on  introduce the tuning behaviour as another 
performance merit. The ideal for most applications is a constant resolution 
and signal level over the whole tuning range. 

For a DBR system, the mirror band determines the stop-band width: it con-
tinues where the reflectivity R( ) remains high enough as shown in figure 1. 
With mirrors of a wide enough band, only the next-order peak interrupts the 
stop band at shorter wavelength. The free spectral range (FSR) is defined as 
the spectral distance to the next-order peak. The FSR is deemed to be a rele-
vant figure of merit for an FPI with wide-band mirrors, as is the case with tra-
ditional macroscopic metal-mirror devices. Independent of the spectral extent, 
the stop band quality can be further characterized in terms of the rejection 
ratio, which is the smallest transmitted (best rejected) signal proportion of the 
peak height. 

Utilization of MEMS technology brings in further figures of merit. A MEMS 
device is typically intended for applications where size and cost matter: as 

Figure 1. Tunable FPI transmission (T) and mirror reflectance (R) spectra. The reflectance is for
a DBR mirror with the limited band of high reflectance. The FPI stop band is limited by the
mirror high-R band. The peak wavelength can be tuned between 1,A and 1,B . T-plot is re-
peated for five different inter-mirror gaps. 
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small and cheap as possible, especially because the cost depends on the wafer 
size and chip area in MEMS manufacturing. Where the signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) determines the application performance, the contradicting requirement 
of as-wide-as-possible signal path (optical area) often sets the other size limit. 
Furthermore, consumer applications prefer low operation voltage U, current I, 
or both for low power P=U×I in the tuning mechanism. Reliability and repeat-
ability under environmental loads can also be used to characterize the FPI in a 
similar fashion to other MEMS devices. Typically the operating environment is 
controlled to meet the specifications of a macroscopic instrument, whereas a 
MEMS device must adapt to the surroundings.  

The values of given key parameters can be compared with reference to a 
MEMS FPI. We strive to reach below 1 % relative resolution, defined as 100 % 
× FWHM / 1. Within the prior-art FPI devices that operate at 1st order, often 
intended for spectroscopic applications, typical values range between 1 – 2 %. 
MEMS FPI similar to the ones outlined in this thesis usually exceeds 50 % 
transmission and features over 100 μm optical area [11, 17-22]. The actuation 
range in our technology is limited to ca. 30 % by both the actuation mecha-
nism and the DBR band. Devices targeted for optical communications operate 
at higher order and perform 0.1 % - 0.2 % resolution, but as a consequence 
have a small fiber-scale optical area or low transmission level [10, 23-28]. 

1.3 Applications of miniature FPI 

The FPI has been applied in numerous contexts for spectroscopy from atom-
ic to astronomic sciences. Materials science, optics, and numerous metrologi-
cal applications have exploited the macroscopic FPI setups for over 100 years 
[1, 13]. Here we briefly review the novel applications, brought about with the 
introduction of the miniature realization of the FPI [29-32]. Most of the appli-
cations are not miniaturized versions of earlier large-form instruments. In-
stead, new applications have been found where only the MEMS-scale minia-
turization either technically enables or commercially reveals an opportunity. 
Whereas the spectroscopic measurements dominated the use of FPI over the 
era of macroscopic devices, the novel MEMS-scale applications are equally 
found in signal conditioning and creation. Examples include the displays and 
optical communications, as well as the diode lasers of both the vertical-cavity 
surface-emitting (VCSEL) [33] and of the edge-emitting types [34]. 

1.3.1 Spectroscopy 

Transmission spectroscopy links the traditional FPI applications to those of 
miniature devices. The basic technique remains the same as illustrated in fig-
ure 2. A wide-band source radiates the signal through a medium with charac-
teristic absorption spectrum, the tunable FPI scans over the spectrum, and a 
wide-band detector records the absorption spectrum. The absorption mecha-
nisms at mid-IR and TIR are often the molecular vibrations of organic com-
pounds [35]. 
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In a closely related variation, spectral scanning takes place before the medi-
um under study, by a separate filter or integrated in the source as with a 
VCSEL. Another variation is the total attenuated reflection (ATR) spectroscopy 
[35, 36], in which the signal only reflects from the interface to the sample cell 
but still acquires the spectral features for the sample detection. 

One of the primary uses of MEMS FPI has been the CO2 detection in air by 
mid-IR gas spectroscopy [11]. This VTT technology was already commercial-
ized in the late 90’s by Vaisala, for environmental and indoor air quality meas-
urement. The indoor CO2 monitoring is gaining increasing emphasis due to the 
link to potential energy savings enabled by better need-based control of the air 
conditioning. 

Another target of mid-IR gas spectroscopy are hydrocarbons (CH) [37]. 
Many CH compounds of interest feature a strong absorption at  = 3 – 4 μm 
and then again at TIR range above  = 7 μm [38]. Figure 3 shows how these 
absorption ranges avoid screening due to H2O absorption at  = 5 – 7 μm, in 
contrast to the CH absorption in NIR. CH detection in the presence of mois-
ture is interesting in pharmacy for monitoring the exhalation of anaesthetics 

Figure 2. Basic setup of gas transmission IR spectroscopy with a tunable FPI. Redrawn from
[11]. 

Figure 3. The absorption spectra of common CH gases, water vapour, and the location of the
CO2 gas primary absorption. Data source: www.webbook.nist.gov 
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dose [39] or for different ingested organic solvents [40, 41]. CO2 and the sim-
plest of the CHs, the CH4, are also the most important green-house gases that 
promote global climate change [42]. The mid-IR- and TIR-range bands of less-
er H2O absorption are indeed known ‘the atmospheric window’ in environ-
mental and communications applications of IR radiation over longer distances 
in the atmosphere [43].  

The technology developed in this work is aimed primarily at spectroscopic 
applications. The demonstrator setup shown in figure 4 –featuring our TIR-
range FPI– is indeed a gas spectrometer [III, 44]. The devices introduced in 
this work feature a wide optical area that promotes the SNR and sensitivity, 
essential properties for spectroscopy. Our work in the mid-IR spectrum, where 
established prior-art benchmarks are available, targeted the improvement of 
the resolution. Although the CO2 detection has done well with a FWHM of ca. 
100 nm at  = 4 μm, the ability to resolve CH bands from each other would 
benefit from any reasonable resolution available down to 1 nm. Research in 
pharmaceutical applications [41, 45] has shown successful measurements with 
a low-resolution FT-IR that resolves 8 cm-1, which translates to 10 nm at  = 
3.5 μm and 70 nm at  = 9.3 μm. Whilst another work has demonstrated TIR 
spectroscopy in blood glucose monitoring with a 200-nm resolution setup at  
= 9 μm [46].  

Other application areas for MEMS-FPI-based spectroscopy include the food 
industry [47, 48], pharmacy [49, 50], and the automotive sector for many pur-
poses, including cabin air quality, fuel quality, and cabin-air alchometry.  

Figure 4. The gas spectrometer setup, based on the TIR FPI developed in this work, was con-
structed together with Ocean Optics Inc. (by the courtesy of J. Mäkynen, Spectral Engines
Oy) [44]. 
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1.3.2 Other applications 

Although spectroscopy is the primary application targeted in this work, the 
MEMS FPI can be applied to many other fields as well. A direct-view display, 
with an independently controlled Fabry-Perot cavity for the reflection colour 
of each pixel, has been recently commercialized under the trade name Mirasol 
[51]. A report on a related technology [52] introduces a similar method of col-
our formation combined with a liquid-crystal display. The Mirasol extends the 
family of MEMS-based displays [53], which include the more established and 
commercially proven digital-mirror arrays. Mirasol, however, is suitable for 
small portable devices and operates through external reflection, which is bene-
ficial for the conditions of bright ambient illumination conditions. 

Hyperspectral imaging is a technique where a sequence of images of the 
same view are saved with varied spectral filtering. The basic concept for a min-
iature hyperspectral camera consists of a tunable optical band-pass filter in 
front of a multi-pixel image sensor. The filter can be a MEMS FPI, featuring a 
wide enough optical area to cover the whole pixel detector. The width of the 
camera sensors tend to set a challenge for the monolithic single-wafer MEMS 
FPI but a preliminary design for VIS range has been reported [54]. More ma-
ture MEMS-based hyperspectral imagers with a two-wafer assembled FPI have 
been demonstrated in medical [55] as well as in remote-sensing applications 
[56, 57]. In addition to the lower cost of manufacture, the small size enables 
more widespread and patient-friendly clinical use. Hyperspectral information 
in medical field is exploited for tumour or skin cancer diagnosis [58]. In the 
remote sensing, unmanned aerial vehicles or satellites are enabled through the 
light weight [59]. The remote sensing extracts parameters of wild or cultured 
vegetation conditions. 

Optical communications data transfer with light also uses MEMS FPI in 
wavelength-selective functions like switches or filters [60]. This application 
area sets standardized specifications for the FPI. Accordingly, the performance 

Figure 5. A prototype of a hyperspectral camera for skin-cancer diagnosis, built with a VTT
visible–NIR range FPI. [58] by the permission of Wiley Periodicals, Inc. 
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of different MEMS structures is quite exclusively optimized in a similar way. 
Typically the operation wavelength is close to 1.5 μm, the FPI band is very nar-
row around 1 nm, and for the tuning range some 50 – 100 nm is deemed suffi-
cient. The narrow band and a modest tuning range often both result from a 
high order of operation. Integrated wave-guide optics promotes the geometry 
for in-wafer-plane signal path [61, 26-28], but there are many reports on sur-
face MEMS for off-plane optics as well [10, 23, 24, 62-64]. Optical areas are 
small in the order of a 100-μm diameter circle or less, as irrespective of wheth-
er the signal is transmitted in an integrated waveguide or in a fibre, the beam 
cross section is narrow.  

1.4 Motivation of the thesis work 

The demand for the MEMS FPI has increased together with the availability of 
devices to meet the different specifications of applications. Along with the im-
provement in performance, another trend in the development of MEMS FPI 
has been to stretch the spectral range covered. The electromagnetic radiation 
from the near UV to the thermal infrared, 100 nm <  < 15 μm, is exploited in 
applications that call for a tunable narrow-band filter. Over this range, the 
important /4 dimension can be feasibly micromachined and the radiation is 
not considered ionizing as a health issue. The visible – NIR – mid-IR range 
400 nm <  < 5 μm is more mature in the MEMS FPI development whereas 
UV and TIR require new research to reach the same level.  

The purpose of this research was first to develop a MEMS FPI platform for 
the spectrum beyond the  = 6 μm limit, where SiO2 optical constants become 
impractical for a DBR material, as shown in figure 6 [I-IV]. This TIR range 
justified the effort of developing a new MEMS-FPI DBR structure, the an-
chored Si/air mirror, since other established MEMS materials cannot provide 
the low loss and a pair of high index-contrast layers. Moreover, the Si/air in-

Figure 6. Silicon and SiO2 refractive indices and extinction coefficients from NIR to TIR. Data of
SiO2 from [118] and Si [76]. 
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dex ratio 3.44 : 1 is such a good one, that the Si/air-mirror platform should be 
very competitive at the mid-IR range as well.  

The second goal of the work was to apply the new platform within the mid-IR 
range [V]. The motivation was to improve the performance, compared with the 
prior-art MEMS FPI with other DBR materials [65], including Si/SiO2 [11, 18, 
37] and Si/Si-nitride [20]. 

The most immediate applications for a TIR FPI were seen in the medical sec-
tor. The spectroscopic monitoring of anaesthetic medication in a patient's 
breath [39] would benefit from the small size of a MEMS-based instrument, as 
well as from the associated small sample-gas volume. 

Silicon, also as a poly-crystalline (poly-Si) thin film, is the most established 
MEMS material and best mastered for etching, deposition, stress, conductivity, 
optical properties, etc. Other suggested materials for a DBR in the TIR range, 
e.g. Pb salts[66], TeGe [67], ZnSe, CdTe, PbTe, ZnS, ThF4 [68, 69] are exotic in 
MEMS processing. In discussions regarding multi-wafer assembled wide-area 
FPI for medical hyperspectral imaging, the toxicity of alternative materials is 
an issue that further enhances the advantages of the Si/air-mirror technology. 

The Si/air-mirror technology provides a clear performance improvement at 
mid-IR, where SiO2 and Si-nitride widen the selection of the established 
MEMS materials and provide a benchmark. The DBR-layers index ratio 3.4 is 
higher when compared to 2.5 for Si/SiO2. The immediate effect on resolution 
would be an almost two-fold improvement but the primary research effort of 
this and future work is to determine how the final improvements also depend 
on other factors in manufacturability and mechanics. A released Si/air DBR 
mirror is potentially more stable against temperature and humidity effects 
than a two-solid bilayer of Si and another dielectric. The higher index ratio 
also improves the FPI stop-band (width and rejection ratio) but, the final effect 
in an application is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Overall, Si/air technology offers the possibility to unify the MEMS FPI plat-
forms from mid-IR to TIR ranges. This would be a future benefit particularly 
in the manufacture, not so much in the research fabrication. 

1.5 Thesis summary structure 

Following this chapter "1. Introduction", the next chapter "2. FPI operation" 
introduces the theory for the operating principle of an FPI. The phenomena 
are discussed at theoretical enough level, necessary for understanding the 
work done for this thesis. The electromagnetic theory fundamentals are not 
reviewed [16]. Chapter "3. Fabrication techniques for MEMS interferometers" 
outlines micro machining methods and includes example micro structures that 
reflect the processing techniques relevant to this work. Chapter 3 does not in-
troduce such fabrication solutions that are considered unique to our work.  In 
chapter "4. Tunable MEMS FPI review" a survey of previously published 
"benchmark" works is given. The scope covers a brief overview of bulk micro 
machining and a more detailed analysis of surface-MEMS research. 
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Chapter "5. Si-FPI with anchored Si/air DBR" provides a detailed description 
of the fabrication, process integration, and structure of the devices developed 
in this work. The novelty of the process and structure design is summarized in 
this chapter. Chapter "6. Si-FPI performance" highlights the essential charac-
terization results of the fabricated devices. Chapters 5 and 6 together review 
the novelty in the publications included in the thesis. Finally, chapter "7. Con-
clusions" summarizes this work in the context of existing and proposed future 
applications and other available methods of addressing them.   
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2. FPI operation 

2.1 FPI operation principle 

The FPI narrow transmission band, the "peak", is a result of multiple reflec-
tions between two parallel reflectors, as sketched in figure 7. The constructive 
interference allows the transmission bands in the FPI exit direction. The adja-
cent wide stop bands are reflected back to the direction of the incident side. 
Note that the refractive indices nI and nE refer to the incident and exit media, 
respectively, from the point of view of the FPI resonant cavity in line with 
equation (5). 

The expression (1) for the transmission spectrum ( ) is derived [13, 16] from 
the idea of infinite number of reflections inside the FPI cavity. The formula is 
called the Airy function. 

 
At each reflection, the mirror reflectance is R and transmission T. With loss-

less mirrors, T+R=1 and the peaks reach 100 % transmission, i.e., ( m) = 1 for 
each m of a transmission peak of integer order m=1,2,… . Equation (1) also 
shows the FPI transmission dependence on the mirrors reflection phase shift 

( ), as well as on the inter-mirror gap medium refractive index n, gap height 
t, and on the beam angle of incidence .  
 

 ( ) =  (1 )  1 + 4(1 ) sin 2 cos ( )   (1) 

Figure 7. The FPI shown schematically as a system of two facing mirrors that enclose the opti-
cal resonant cavity. 
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The Airy function draws an array of transmission peaks for each integer or-
der m at wavelengths m determined by equation (2) and plotted in figure 8. 

The tunable FPI is constructed such that one of the continuous variables, 
proportional to the peak wavelength m, is adjustable. Very rarely the parame-
ter may be the refractive index n for modest tunability or the incident angle , 
which tend to complicate the applicability. Almost exclusively the tuned pa-
rameter is the inter-mirror distance t. 

The array of peaks in figure 8, ultimately infinite in integers m, represents 
constant T, R and , in the Airy function (1). However, realistic FPI mirror pa-
rameters depend on wavelength and the spectrum becomes more complicated. 
Even if the spectral dependence is correctly accounted for, the Airy function 
assumes a pair of identical mirrors. Such fully symmetric FPI is rare in micro-
mechanics and asymmetry reduces the transmission level, as discussed in sub-
section 2.3.2. In practical modelling of the miniature FPI response, these 
equations are not often applied. If a software package for thin-film optics sim-
ulation is needed anyway for resolving the parameters of a dielectric mirror 
spectral behaviour, one typically models the whole FPI with the same effort. 
However, equations (1) and (2) serve well the study of the trends and rules of 
thumb.  

As the peaks in figure 8 appear spectrally denser spaced with increasing m, 
they also shrink in width. The peak FWHM can be shown to follow equation 
(3). 

 2 cos =   + ( )   . (2) 

 FWHM =   (1 )+ +  . (3) 

Figure 8. The Airy function plot. The peaks of the first four orders m are shown for three differ-
ent reflectances R. The transmission is plotted on both the logarithmic and the linear
scales. 
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The reflective finesse NR [70, 13] is defined to link the resolution and the 
stop-band width in the formalism of defect finesses, discussed later with FPI 
non-idealities.  

Finesse is applied for evaluating the results of this work in chapter 6. FSR is 
exploited as an intermediate parameter, even though it is not that descriptive 
with a DBR system, as discussed in the next section. 

2.2 Distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)  

The FPI is basically just a pair of facing mirrors and, accordingly, the structure 
and operating principle of the reflectors constitute a major part of the practical 
realization of the interferometer. The two main branches of reflectors are the 
metal mirrors and the DBR, aka dielectric mirror. In the MEMS FPI, the DBR 
is the more common option as discussed later in 4.1.2. The manufacture bene-
fits from a synergy in surface micromachining techniques. In addition, the 
desired level of reflectivity can, in principle, be realized without any inevitable 
loss mechanism.  

The DBR is a stack of dielectric layers with alternating high (nH) and low (nL) 
indices of refraction. The reflectivity of the DBR is a result of the interference 
between reflections at the material interfaces. The layers optical thickness is 
optimized for the application wavelength  and the most typical dimension is 
the /4 thickness. The N-layer DBR reflectivity at the optimization , in the 
case the first and last layers both represent nH, is given [71] 

 = 11 +    . (5) 

The nI and nE are the refractive indices of the incident and exit media. From 
the point of view of the DBR in an FPI, the medium of incidence is that inside 
the resonant cavity. The exit medium is the surrounding outside both before 
and after the FPI in the signal beam direction, as indicated in figure 7.  

From (5) one concludes that the reflectivity is increased with higher index 
contrast nH:nL and with higher N, which is the total number of layers. As an 
example, the Si/air/Si air-gap sytem of this work can be optimized for 
reflectivity R = 97 % over the spectral range 2 μm <  < 15 μm. For 
comparison, the graph in figure 6 implies R = 88 % for the corresponding 
conventional solid-DBR system Si/SiO2/Si at mid-IR [V]. Substitution in (3) 
reveals that the best achievable resolution of the air-gap system is better by 
factor of 4.5 if only the index contrast is considered. 

 FWHM =  FSR .  (4) 
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  The most common approach for the DBR in a MEMS FPI is a stack of solid 
dielectric layers. Since the optimal index for nL is 1, the option of exploiting an 
air gap for the low-index layer has been studied [I, II]. We developed an FPI 
with poly-Si/air-gap DBR, which shows a good index ratio of nH : nL=3.44 = nSi. 
Some alternative FPI structures with the DBRs constructed from two poly-Si 
films are schematically presented in figure 9. The form (5) of the reflectivity 
equation does not directly apply to the DBR of two poly-Si layers separated by 
one more air gap from the substrate surface, since the single air-silicon inter-
face represents a half layer of solid material. However, the asymmetrically 
added extra interface is relevant in this work and it provides a practical refer-
ence in the discussion on the effect of the FPI symmetry. The insets b) – d) in 
figure 9 give an idea of the electric field distribution in the DBR layers. 

The DBR reflectivity is a periodic function of the wavelength. Equation (5) 
only gives the maximum R at the optimization wavelength , for which the 
layers optical thicknesses are /4. The DBRs of a tunable FPI are typically op-
timized to provide good reflectivity over the spectral band of tunability. If the 
transmission of order m is exploited, often the next peak at m+1 may not ap-
pear in the transmission spectrum at all, since it may lie in between of the DBR 
operating bands. An example simulation of the thermal-IR FPI of this work is 
shown in figure 10, where peaks of orders m=1 and m=3 settle in the middle of 
the successive operating bands of the poly-Si/air-gap DBR, but the peak of 
order m=2 in between is not available. 

Because of the periodicity, the finesse NR and FSR in equation (4) may not be 
very descriptive performance parameters of an FPI with DBR reflectors. The 
FSR often characterizes the stop band available for the application if the next 
order peak is the limitation. Now, when the stop band is limited by the DBR 
band as shown in figure 10, the FSR loses this meaning.  

Figure 9. a) Simulated transmission of FPI models of different symmetry. b) - d) Electric field
intensity distribution in the structure at three wavelengths. Note that the field plots in b) – d)
inside the substrate is not computed but the plot there only indicates the value at the last in-
terface to the substrate material. 

Figure 9 a) Simulated transmission of FPI models of different symmetry b) d) Electric field
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At the reflection from the DBR, the wave front experiences a phase shift ( ), 
included in equations (1) – (3) and plotted in figure 10. For the FPI that oper-
ates on interference, this is an important property to consider. The ( ) is de-
termined by the same DBR properties as the reflectance [72], but cannot be 
explicitly expressed as a function of R.  

The ( ) is more significant for an FPI that operates at a low order with 
DBRs of high N and low index contrast. Our work represents a low-order FPI 
with DBRs of low N and high contrast. However, we have seen that the FWHM, 
given by the analytical expression (3), fails at the order of ten percent com-
pared with the fully numerical simulation, if the ( ) or only the differential 
d ( )/d  is approximated zero. 

The phase shift is a monotonously increasing function over the operating 
range of a 1st-order FPI, as seen in figure 10. The value changes sign at the 
optimization wavelength of the DBR. These properties in equation (2) effec-
tively 'pull' the transmission wavelength 1 towards the DBR optimum. This 
phenomenon must be kept in mind in the design of the tunable FPI because 
certain relative adjustment of the gap height t causes a smaller relative shift in 

1. 

2.3 Non-idealities 

2.3.1 Spatial distribution 

One must keep in mind the assumption of an ideal structure in equations (1) – 
(3). In addition to symmetric and constant R, equations assume fully planar 
mirrors and uniform gap. In a practical FPI, these conditions are only met at 
an infinitesimal point, whereas lateral dimensions bring along some finite dis-
tribution in all mirror parameters and in the gap height. Even with the mirror 
spatial variation ignored, there remains a distribution in  over some finite 
cone of a solid half angle H. The angular distribution of the beam, and the 
spatial variation of the device, both spread the transmission peak wider but 
decrease the height because the area is retained. In the present work on the 
DBR with a non-solid intra-mirror air gap, the DBR planarity has been ad-
dressed as a key target of design solutions. The point-wise anchoring is intro-

Figure 10. Transmission T of the Si-FPI and the DBR reflectivity R and phase shift . The lower
graph is the Airy-function plot for the Si-FPI structure. The 1st and 3rd order peaks of the
Airy function are reproduced in the DBR-based FPI, but the 2nd order peak is not available. 
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duced in order to keep the intra-mirror gap uniform and, the tensile stress of 
the DBR solid films is important for overall planarity [II, V]. 

Computing tools or calculus is exploited in accounting for the effects of the 
lateral distribution of a real FPI device. The optical area that contributes to the 
signal transmission is divided into sub-regions, small enough to be considered 
internally uniform [19]. The final transmission spectrum is a sum over all sub-
regions, normed accordingly, to essentially represent a numerical area integra-
tion. A similar procedure is applied with the incidence angle  over the cone 
half angle H. Frequently, the intensity distribution over the cone of the solid 
angle is not uniform but a weighted sum is computed in order to reflect the 
optics setup that conditioned the signal beam. 

The finesse provides a useful formalism for the analytical treatment of the 
FPI gap non-planarity effect on the peak FWHM [II]. For the non-uniform gap, 
NR in (4) is replaced by an effective defected finesse NE [13, 70], defined by 

where ND1,2,… are defect finesses of various unidealities. Often, the topographies 
of non-planarity introduced through the defect finesses are the roughness, bow, 
and tilt as clarified in figure 11. The corresponding defect finesses 
are given by 

respectively, where r is the root-mean-square roughness, t is the bow maxi-
mum deflection and, p is the gap maximum deviation caused by mirrors non-
parallelism. The numerical denominators in (7) – (9) result from the approach 
of spatial integration, with the optical area assumed circular. These three to-
pography deviations are defined well enough to be described by single parame-
ter each and thus the integration has been carried out analytically.  

The NE substituted for NR in (4) provides a shortcut for the estimation of the 
beam width but not height. While the peak spectral location is smeared out by 
the gap spatial variation, the increased peak width always comes with a de-

 
1 =  1 + 1 + 1 +    , (6) 

 =  4.7  ,   =  2  ,   =  3     , (7), (8), (9)

Figure 11. The single-parameter non-planarity defects of the FPI gap. The parameters appear
in the defect-finesse equations (7) – (9). M1 and M2 refer to the two mirrors. 
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graded transmission level, since the total signal, represented by the transmis-
sion-curve area of the peak, cannot increase. This limitation of the defect-
finesse concept must be kept in mind whenever the whole effect of the FPI gap 
non-planarity is essential for the application.  

Once the peak width has been estimated through the concept of the defect fi-
nesse, the height can be approximated by assuming the total signal transmis-
sion is not affected. The preservation of signal is valid as long as the system 
losses remain unaltered: R + T = constant. A difficulty in applying this idea for 
any predictions lies in the peak shape. The transmission data of two samples 
can be directly compared in order to estimate whether the change in the 
FWHM can be interpreted with a difference in the planarity. However, if only 
the FWHM is known and the absolute peak height, compared with some 100 % 
level, is to be determined, the peak shape should be known. In the case of a 
small relative increase in FWHM, the original planar-case peak shape, given by 
the Airy function, can be applied for an estimate [II].  We introduce a lower R 
for matching the FWHM and then search for a T that reproduces the original 
peak area of the fully planar gap. The failure of logic in this very pragmatic 
method lies in the adjustment of the R + T in computation, while the idea of 
the preserved peak area was indeed based on the unaltered losses with R + T = 
constant. The larger the increase in FWHM, the more this method fails and the 
analytical calculus or numerical computation for the integration is called for.  

2.3.2 Symmetry 

The Airy function (1) applies for a pair of mirrors symmetric in the reflection 
parameters T, R and . A difference in the mirrors reflectivity cannot be fully 
addressed in equation (1). Substitution of the average R of two different mir-
rors, results in the correct FWHM in (3), but the associated decrease in peak 
height is not reproduced in (1). The asymmetry effect is illustrated in figure 9 
a). The 1st-order peak transmission at 1 = 9300 nm is plotted for three differ-
ent pairs of Si/air-gap DBRs. The widest and the narrowest FWHM are pro-
duced by the symmetric pairs of lower and higher R, respectively. The plot in 
long-dash line represents an asymmetric pair that combines the DBR types of 
both symmetric pairs. The average R settles between the two other FPIs and so 
does the FWHM, as correctly given by equation (3). However, the peak height 

Figure 12. Effect of symmetry and assumption of average R in the Airy function. The solid line
is the transmission of an FPI model with a symmetric pair of DBRs of reflectivity RAVE that is
the average of the RH and RL of the asymmetric model DBRs. The average-DBR model
produces much higher peak and total signal transmission. 
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is now decreased from 100 % down to 70 %, even though both DBRs separately 
are still lossless with R + T = 1.  

The plot of the square fields at the peak wavelength 1 = 9300 nm in figure 9 
b) reveals where the transmission level is lost. Although the two symmetric 
FPIs show propagating reflected field (non-constant at the incident side) only 
in the plots c) and d) for the wavelengths off the peak at  < 9300 nm, the 
asymmetric FPI shows reflected field also at 1. This observation suggests that 
the assumption of a preserved full signal, discussed above with the gap non-
uniformity, does not hold for a peak height decreased due to the reflection pa-
rameters asymmetry. This conclusion is more explicitly illustrated through the 
simulation result in figure 12, where the transmission of an asymmetric FPI is 
compared with a symmetric one. The asymmetric design is similar to the mid-
IR version discussed later in this work, but the wavelength optimum of the 
model is set for thermal IR  = 9300 nm. The symmetric version mimics the 
structure of the thermal-IR FPI of this work, but the reflectivity of both DBRs 
is set at the average of the two of the asymmetric model. The average RAVE is 
introduced in the model by means of an artificial material with the refractive 
index set at n = 3.82 (compare nSi = 3.44). The graph inset emphasizes how the 
total signal transmission, that is the peak area in the graph, is clearly larger for 
the symmetric model. The peak FWHM is the same 40 nm for both models.  

The asymmetry, as a problem that degrades the transmission level, is a char-
acteristic issue for the most miniaturized MEMS FPIs. A truly macroscopic FPI 
instrument or even a miniaturized precision assembled device based on sepa-
rately manufactured MEMS reflectors is naturally composed of two identical 
reflectors. Surface micromachining, on the other hand, typically tends to set 
the substrate side in an unequal position compared with the outer surface. 
When all layers are stacked on top of the previous film, the fabrication of the 
latter (often ‘upper’) reflector necessarily becomes a different phase of process 
compared with the first (‘lower’) reflector next to the substrate. The asymmet-
ric design for mid IR, discussed in this work, provides a degree of freedom to 
improve the FPI resolution through an improvement of the lower mirror R. As 
shown above, this method compromises the signal level and finally the system 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For this reason, the optimal design may finally call 
for matching the lower-mirror R worse in favour of the SNR.  

2.3.3 Losses 

In the direction of the signal beam, the FPI operates as a one-dimensional res-
onator, though open in the two transverse directions [1, 15]. As for most reso-
nators, also in the case of the FPI, low dissipative loss in the resonating struc-
ture is desired. Any signal loss in the FPI decreases the transmitted signal level 
and degrades the application SNR. In addition, uncontrolled sources of loss in 
the reflector may introduce asymmetry in the FPI, which also results in re-
duced transmission as discussed above. 

The loss in a dielectric medium, as in the solid layers of the FPI, is typically 
introduced through the extinction coefficient k( ), which is the imaginary part 
coefficient of the complex refractive index n*( ) = n( ) + ik( ) [73]. The rela-
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tion to the absorption (aka attenuation) coefficient , which appears in the 
Beer-Lambert law I=I0e- , is given  = 4 k/ . 

The significance of loss in the layers and the cavity of an FPI is illustrated in 
the square-field E2 plots in figure 9. Because the signal intensity is proportion-
al to E2, the loss generated by a given value of k or  in the material is directly 
indicated by the curve. The sensitivity for the DBR materials extinction coeffi-
cient grows an order of magnitude higher per each pair of layers towards the 
centre of the FPI structure [74, 75]. 

The tunable FPI typically features an air gap as the resonant cavity. If this is 
the case, the loss can be approximated negligible at visible-light and infrared 
frequencies in the cavity. The concern of loss is thus concentrated in the DBR 
materials. In our work on air-gap DBR, the low-index layers are also loss free 
and the discussion on DBR losses only concerns the solid material which, in 
our case, is silicon. Silicon is almost opaque at the visible light but the extinc-
tion coefficient drops abruptly from 10-2 to 10-6 between  = 700 nm and 1200 
nm. The k then gradually rises towards longer wavelengths, from 10-7 at  = 2 
μm to 10-2 at  = 100 μm [76]. The intrinsic, non-implanted poly-Si loss is well 
low enough at the thermal IR studied in this work. However, the increased 
free-carrier concentration, introduced through implanting, rapidly increases 
the loss [IV]. As discussed below, some doping is necessary for our FPI design 
electro-mechanical operation at the optical signal-path area but the dose must 
remain low enough to comply with the optical operation of the device. 

The above discussion reflects the assumption of dielectric mirror, DBR, as 
the FPI reflectors. The DBR can be optimized for both the high reflectivity and 
low loss. On the contrary, the metal-coated mirrors compromise the loss 
against reflectivity. High enough reflectivity assumes thick enough metal film, 
which inevitably increases the signal loss. The metal-film thickness must be 
optimized for the FPI application needs between resolution and SNR. 
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3. Fabrication techniques for MEMS in-
terferometers 

3.1 MEMS overview 

In MEMS there are moving parts, this is the major difference to integrated 
circuits. The displacement of structures may be actuated for continuous tuning, 
as in the interferometers of this work, or for binary positions, as in a switch. 
Often the actuation is one directional so that the reaction force is provided by 
the stiffness of the geometry or by the residual stress of the material. The dis-
placement may also by the inertial response to the measurand, as in the case of 
the MEMS accelerometer. The vibration at or near the resonance frequency is 
commonly applied as an intermediate action for transduction of the measured 
quantity to a response that is easier to detect. Vibratory MEMS gyros work this 
way as well as several chemical sensors. 

Early high-volume applications were the ink-jet printer nozzle head and a 
pressure sensor. The inertial sensors for acceleration and for angular rotation 
followed first in expensive applications as the automotive. They soon penetrat-
ed the consumer electronics, where applications opened also for new devices 
like the MEMS microphone. 

An application for a MEMS device is found where size (small) and cost 
(cheap) matter. Consumer electronics tend to require small form factor in at 
least one dimension and the demand for size and cost is often prioritized over 
performance or reliability. The medical applications, especially anything im-
plantable or applied in endoscopy, appreciate the small size and reliability over 
the cost. Military applications in, e.g., missile navigation presents similar spec-
ifications but the reliability emphasizes environmental robustness more than 
long-duty repeatability, as compared with a pacemaker.  

3.1.1 MEMS geometry types 

k ace
MEMS devices can be categorized according to the manufacturing techniques 
(see [4]/Ch.28, [5]/3, [6]/4.10).  Bulk and surface micro machining are the 
regimes of thick structures and thin films, respectively. The bulk MEMS is 
more specifically defined to include the micro-mechanical structures, in which 
the substrate is etched (fig. 13 a), b) d)).  
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Pure surface MEMS applies subsequent addition and etch patterning steps of 
layers on the substrate (fig. 13 b), c)). Occasionally, layers already buried are 
removed in a sacrificial etching so that the above structures are locally released 
from the substrate.  

Surface MEMS is often associated with thin-film technology. This is con-
sistent if the thin film is defined as any coated or deposited layer, not thinned 
down or sliced from a macroscopic part. This way the SOI-wafer (Silicon On 
Insulator) device layer remains in the bulk category, independent of the thick-
ness.  

After these definitions without thickness dimensions, figure 13 illustrates 
some generic schematics of surface and bulk MEMS with also the typical 
thickness ranges indicated. Substrate thickness for MEMS typically ranges 
from 350 μm to 1000 μm, although thinner down to 100 μm are nowadays 
commonly found in integrated electronics. Thin films in general are applied 
down to atomic monolayer thickness, but suspended mechanical members (fig. 
14 c), d)) tend to range from tens of nanometers up to few micrometers. Com-
monly, the upper limit is met through degradation of the film homogeneity or, 
the residual stresses may generate intolerable forces in thicker films. 

Homogeneous residual stress in bulk-MEMS structures is often relaxed zero 
because the dimensional expansion of the substrate itself is not constrained. 
Stress gradient, however, may bend the bulk. The gradient may appear as a 
result of asymmetric surface treatment (e.g., damage layer after grinding) or of 
bonding of multiple wafers of different thermal properties. 

In surface MEMS, residual stresses play central role in process integration 
(see [77]/Ch. 1.7-1.10). Tensile and compressive stresses remain in the films of 
different deposition methods or thermal history. The relatively thick substrate 
dominates the system deformations such that the stresses in non-released 
films do not relax. Process-design failure may result delamination or cracking 
of films even without any intentional release process. Released films find their 
final geometry based on the stress. Compressive stress results in buckling, 

Figure 13. Typical concepts of surface and bulk MEMS and their combinations. a) Pure bulk
process through substrate ; b) surface MEMS combined with bulk via through substrate ; c)
pure surface MEMS ; d) SOI bulk process for suspended structures of the handle wafer ; e)
SOI bulk process with the active structures in the device layer. The dash lines indicate the
original wafer in the beginning of the MEMS fabrication process. The thickness range in a)
applies to the total stack thickness also in b) – e). 
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which typically cannot be accepted as discussed generally in section 3.3 and in 
the context of our work in chapter 5. Proper tensile stress keeps the released 
film straight under external forces and may even smooth out planarity failures 
of the fabrication [V]. In the present work, the tensile stress is carefully engi-
neered to provide the actuation reaction force. Among typical levels of residual 
stresses, low values are desired for released films. The GPa level of some thin-
film fabrication processes would break a film after released, and tens to hun-
dreds of MPa are typically useful. 

Bulk and surface processing can be combined, as shown in figure 13 b) and 
d). However, quite an exclusive trend shows that only one of the regimes pro-
vides the moving parts, that is, creates the mechanical function of MEMS. Al-
most any bulk MEMS device applies thin-film processing for fixed electrical 
contacts but typically not released structures through sacrificial etching. Many 
surface MEMS devices exploit bulk processing through the substrate for 
providing static structures like electrical vias, gas or liquid flow channels, or 
optical path as in the present work.  

n e d b e ded
A bulk-MEMS device with through-substrate patterned structures automati-
cally engages both sides of the wafer, as seen in figure 14 b). Also most wet-
etching processes expose both sides such that sometimes the back-side must 
be protected in order to avoid etching. However, two-sided processing usually 
refers to the exploitation of mutually aligned lithography steps on both sides. 
Surface micromachining tends to avoid equally demanding patterning on both 
sides. Surface micromachining technology is inherited from CMOS and related 

Figure 14. SEM images of MEMS structures of different processes. a) Surface micromachining
of a thick deposited poly-Si by HAR plasma etching ; b) Bulk MEMS wet-etched through
substrate with two-sided lithography ; c) Surface MEMS of released metal films ; d) Re-
leased poly-Si films related to this work. Images by the courtesy of a) Chipworks and b)
Murata Electronics Oy, c) from [117] by the permission of Elsevier. 
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processes for ICs, where very little motivation was seen for two-sided pro-
cessing. The practical issues with processing equipment arise from the risk of 
particles or scratches on the surface currently the back side. The tools for li-
thography, sputtering, and plasma-related etching or deposition, assume one 
side of the wafer compatible to contact the chuck. In some cases, the chuck-
contact itself sets specifications for the facing surface, such that, the topogra-
phy or materials after the MEMS process may not be compatible.  

The fabrication processes developed in this work represent an intermediate, 
“1½ - sided” method [II]. A long sequence of some 200 process steps, includ-
ing 15 lithography steps, is first carried out in a one-sided fashion. Only at the 
end of the process flow, the last pattern of less demanding alignment and line 
width is defined on the back side. Possible particles or scratches then induced 
on front are not that detrimental, since thin films are not deposited or pat-
terned any more.  

3.1.2 Packaging and integration 

The bare MEMS die, just singulated out from the wafer after completed the 
manufacturing process, can barely ever be applied alone (see  [4]/Ch.30, [5]/9, 
[6]/5). Usually the die must be packaged for protection, PCB mounting, and 
for interconnections, as seen in the commercial examples of figure 15. Often 
one of the back-end steps, together with possible sacrificial release and dicing, 
is the zero-level encapsulation. The MEMS structures are capped in a sealed 
cavity by a bonded wafer or a die (fig. 16 b), c)). Alternatively, a thin-film cover 
may be deposited and spaced apart from other structures by a sacrificial re-
lease (fig. 16 a)). The back-end sequence order varies but usually the cost-
effective approach is to postpone dicing as late as possible. The interconnec-
tions out from the sealing are provided through the cap, along the cap inter-
face, or were already done through the MEMS-process substrate.  

Figure 15. Different approaches of MEMS interconnections and packaging. a) MEMS accel-
erometer and ASIC wire-bonded mutually and to the lead frame ; b) Accelerometer CoM
concept with the ASIC flip-chip bonded between the ball arrays of PCB mounting ; c) Ac-
celerometer in a pre-moulded DIL-package with metal lid ; d) Magnetometer in over-
moulded plastic package. By the courtesy of a) Freescale, b) and c) Murata Electronics Oy,
and d) STMicroelectronics.  
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The 1st-level packaging (fig. 16 d) - g)) often incorporates another micro die, 
further improves the isolation from the ambient conditions, and provides the 
interconnections to a printed circuit board (PCB). Often the other die is an 
integrated circuit (IC), electrically connected by wire or flip-chip bonding. 

In this work, we study the tunable inter-
ferometer, which alone does not output 
weak transduced signals for immediate 
amplification. In this case, a separate 
detector is often integrated, as shown in 
figures 16 d) and 17, but the IC may be 
avoided if the detector is simple enough 
to be optimized for stronger SNR [16].  

The mass production economics suggest 
completing as many as possible back-end 
steps before the dicing. The same reason-
ing suggests integration of micro devices 
of different functions into a single wafer-
manufacturing process. The need to in-
terconnect them in the 1st-level packaging 
is then avoided, the component footprint 
is reduced, the most expensive micro-
processed wafer area is saved, and in 
principle the signal-conditioning perfor-
mance may benefit. An established step 
towards such integration is a multi-axis 
accelerometer or a gyroscope in a single 

Figure 17. VTT development-phase
packaging of a spectrometer module.
The FPI is stacked on top of a ther-
mopile detector and both are wire
bonded in a TO can, capped with a
window. 

Figure 16. Examples of zero- and 1st-level encapsulation and interconnections approaches. a)
– c) Illustrate zero-level encapsulation approaches of surface-MEMS thin-film cap, two-
sided bonding, and one-sided bonding, respectively. The two lower rows show 1st-level en-
capsulation and interconnections: d) TO-can and stacked chips ; e) Over-moulded plastic  ;
f) Interconnections in the chip-on-MEMS (CoM) or MEMS-on-chip (MoC) concepts without
any 1st-level encapsulation ; g) Pre-moulded DIL package with lead-frame interconnec-
tions ; h) Ceramics multilayer package with a lid. 

a) b) c)

d)

e) f )

g) h)

a) – c)
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encapsulation

MEMS 
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MEMS die, instead of multiple identical dies packaged in different orientations. 
Even more attention has drawn the idea of manufacturing the IC in a CMOS 
process together, before, or after the MEMS device onto the same substrate 
[78]. An interferometer of a closely related technology, as that studied in this 
work, has been manufactured directly onto a wafer in which the detector was 
produced first [79].  

The wafer-level integration of different technologies is not always a good idea 
and has never become a universal trend. Even where demonstrated technically 
possible, the final cost benefit depends on the yields of producing the separate 
functions, the cost of testing at intermediate process steps, and on other busi-
ness benefits of the modularity of separate manufacturing. Some major MEMS 
manufacturers have progressed towards wafer-level packaging of an inertial 
sensor and the IC from separate manufacturing and some have brought the IC 
from the 1st-level to the zero-level packaging. On the other hand, Analog De-
vices gave up the most established wafer-process integration in high-volume 
production 10 years ago and resorted to a more modular separate-wafer ap-
proach.  
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3.2 Fabrication processes 

A MEMS device is fabricated on a substrate wafer, similarly to the integrated 
microelectronics. The structures are rarely directly 3-dimensional enough for 
the final needs of the design. Instead, most process steps generate a 2-
dimensional patterned layer of uniform height or depth. The layers of patterns 
are stacked and sometimes a layer already buried can be removed afterwards. 
Surface micromachining is a sequence of deposition of layers and their pat-
terning by etching. The bulk micromachining applies the etching to thicker 
layers and to the substrate, which are not deposited but refined from macro-
scopic bulk material. For overviews of MEMS processes in textbooks, see part 
III in [3], Ch.2 in [5] and Ch.4 in [6]. 

3.2.1 Pattern transfer 

The patterning is a procedure in which the designed 2D geometry is trans-
ferred to a shape of a layer or film on substrate or in the substrate itself (see 
[3]/Ch. 8-10). The link between the design drawing software and the micro-
structure is the lithography, illustrated in figure 18 a) steps 2-4 (see [4]/ Ch. 
22). The layer to be patterned is coated with a polymer film, photo resist (PR), 
which is sensitive for UV light. The design geometry is copied into a metal film 
on a glass plate (photo mask) and the polymer film is UV illuminated through 
the photo mask. Next step is the development (fig. 18 a) step 4) which is a wet-
etch removal of the UV-exposed areas of the photo resist.  The layer below the 
PR is then etched at the areas exposed in the development whereas the areas 
still covered by the photo resist are preserved (step 5). Finally, the polymer is 
removed (step 6) and again the chemical selectivity preserves everything else, 
in particular the layer that now repeats the 2D design.  

The protection function of the PR, during etching the layer beneath, is based 
on the design of the chemistry such that the etchant reacts with the layer to be 
removed while the polymer is preserved. Practically always the PR thickness is 

Figure 18. MEMS manufacturing fundamental processes. a) Pattern transfer through lithogra-
phy and film etching, b) Single-sided surface micromachining, c) Double-sided bulk mi-
cromachining with a hard mask. 
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part of the process design and some consumption is inevitable but tolerated. 
Occasionally, such design window is not available. Either any practical PR 
thickness would be consumed faster than the etching can be completed or the 
etchant cannot be chosen selective against a photo-sensitive polymer. In this 
case, an auxiliary hard mask may be found for an intermediate pattern transfer. 
The hard mask can be patterned with the PR mask in first chemistry, while the 
hard mask facilitates etching of the targeted final pattern in other chemistry. A 
typical example of bulk Si DRIE etching with SiO2 or Al2O3 hard mask is illus-
trated in figure 18 c). 

3.2.2 Layer deposition and growth 

The main techniques of producing layers, to be then patterned, include sput-
tering, spin coating, chemical vapour deposition (CVD), and thermal oxidation 
(see [3]/Ch. 5-7, 12). The process conditions are characterised by the tempera-
ture, pressure, and the chemical exposure experienced by the wafer. The 
throughput, the number of wafers processed per hour, depends on the deposi-
tion rate and on whether single or multiple wafers are processed in parallel. 
Figure 19 illustrates the process result as characterized through the layer step 
coverage, conformality, uniformity, and roughness. Some of the techniques 
treat equally both sides of the wafer but others ore one sided. Equipment are 
designed for single wafer at a time or for multiple in parallel, which is typical 
(though not exclusively) for the double-sided processes. The process condi-
tions provide a wide selection of parameters to tune the result and the speed. 
Table 1 summarizes the typical characteristics for comparison of the tech-
niques, even though in some cases the process parameters can be optimized 
for switching the order of mutual ranking. 

Sputtering is a method of bombarding a macroscopic source of the film ma-
terial (target) with ions so that atomic or molecular particles of the material 
are ejected. The material lands on the substrate and grows the film. Sputtering 
is done in low pressure at relatively low temperature, although sometimes the 
substrate is heated to few hundred degrees Celsius.  

Figure 19. Characteristics of a deposition result. The numbers refer to film properties: 1) Step 
coverage, 2) roughness, 3) conformality, 4) uniformity. In a), the film is perfect in each indi-
cated property whereas b) shows imperfect behaviour. Bad step coverage means non-
uniformity at abrupt topography. Conformality refers to the capability of uniform coating on-
to surfaces of different normal directions.  
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Spin coating is a relatively new technique for structural MEMS layers but, 

the most traditional for the photo resist. A dose of liquid is dispensed on the 
wafer, which is spun for spreading the layer uniformly. The layer is solidified 
by means of evaporation of a solvent and by heating, which also may cause 
further local planarization through material flow. Photo resist is spun in at-
mospheric pressure and room temperature. The final uniformity depends on 
the coated topography in a manner hard to predict. Step coverage or confor-
mality cannot be quantified as with other techniques but, in practice the spin-
ning is not conformal and the step coverage is good. 

Growth refers to a technique, in which the material already on the substrate 
participates in the formation of the new layer. The most important is the 
thermal oxidation of silicon. At an elevated temperature of order 1000oC, SiO2 
is composed of externally provided oxygen and of the silicon already on the 
wafer. Thermal oxidation is slow but on the other hand, multiple wafers are 
treated in parallel.  

Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) covers a large selection of techniques 
with their different characteristics. Plasma-enhanced (PE) CVD is a low-
pressure single-wafer process at temperatures ranging from room temperature 
to 400oC. The uniformity is good but the conformality bad and the step cover-
age is intermediate. The source gas and an auxiliary inert gas are ionized in an 
RF field in order to accelerate and direct the material deposition by an electric 
field. The fabrication of the FPI of this work applies a PECVD SiO2 or Si3N4 for 
an anti-reflection coating in some FPI designs. 

Low-pressure (LP) CVD is the workhorse of the present work. Continuously 
applied source gas or gases react at the surface and form the solid layer and a 
volatile by-product is exhausted away. Surface energy, provided by high tem-
perature, triggers the reaction to take place at the surface. In the processes of 
this study, the poly-Si, silicon-rich Si-nitride, and both the phosphorus-doped 
(phosphor-siligate glass, PSG) and non-doped (low-temperature oxide, LTO) 
oxides are LPCVD deposited according to the chemistries in Table 2. 

Another common CVD process is the atmospheric-pressure (AP) CVD. Be-
cause of the flow-regime pressure, APCVD process result is limited by the 
source gases flow in the equipment. Accordingly, the result is more sensitive 
for the process chamber geometry and the wafers location and orientation, as 

Table 1. Layer deposition and growth methods applied in the FPI manufacturing at VTT. Note
that numerical values are not given but few-step trend scales are indicated in order to empha-
size that most of the techniques provide means for tuning the characteristics. Note that the
lowest temperature considered is the room-T. 

T rate per wfr pressure conformal step-cover this work

sputtering room-T / low interm. low poor poor pad and back-side metals

LPCVD high interm. low good good structural SiO2, poly-Si, nitride

PECVD low interm. / high low fair fair back-side arc, nitride or SiO2

spinning room-T high atm poor fair-good photo resist

thermal SiO2 high low low perfect good not applied

ALD low low low perfect good not applied
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compared with LPCVD. APCVD is not applied in the FPI fabrication of this 
study at VTT. 

Atomic-layer deposition (ALD) is a low-pressure process, in which two 
source gases are provided discontinuously in a pulsed manner. The reaction 
that results the solid layer takes place when different source materials meet on 
the substrate. Since the film is only formed where the source compounds reach 
each other, the deposition is very conformal and thin layers can be deposited 
with good thickness control. The process takes place at a lower temperature 
than LPCVD, since the role of the heat is to promote the surface mobility but 
not that much to trigger the reaction for the solid result. The ALD deposition 
of Al2O3 and TiO2 is used in a visible-light FPI DBRs for the high- and low-
index layers. The ALD Al2O3 is also applied in a NIR FPI process as a very se-
lective etch stop against poly-Si plasma etching. 

Outside VTT, other CVD processes are exploited for thin films for MEMS op-
tical devices. For example, both LP- and PECVD deposition of SiGe films has 
been extensively studied [80,81] as well as metal-organic (MO) CVD for InP 
films, as introduced in section 4.2.  

3.2.3 Doping 

Doping refers to control of the free-carrier density of material. The primary 
purpose is to control the electrical conductivity but, in this work, the effect on 
optical properties is of equal importance. Within this work, we only consider 
the doping of the poly-Si films. Substrate Si doping is important for infrared 
transparency but taken care by the wafer supplier and communicated through 
the resistivity specification. Doping may not be such a fundamental category of 
basic processes as are etching and film deposition but, in our fabrication pro-
cess flow of five separate implantation steps it is equally significant. 

Poly-Si doping is a sequence of implantation with dopant ions and activation 
of the dopants for added charge carriers. The implantation techniques main 
categories are in-situ and post-deposition. In-situ implantation introduces the 
dopant atoms with the source gas during deposition. Post-deposition implant-
ing techniques include ion-beam implantation, film diffusion, and plasma im-
mersion (see [3]/Ch. 14-15, [6]/4.7 and [82]). Activation refers to a high-T 
annealing step, which in our case also serves for crystallization and stress tun-
ing on the poly-Si. 

In the present work we exclusively apply boron ion-beam implantation 
which enables also patterned doping. Implantation of metal-contact areas and 

Table 2. The LPCVD chemistries applied in this work. 1) The nitride used in the FPI is not the
stoichiometric compound but it is adjusted Si-rich by temperature and pressure for lower residu-
al stress.     

source gas source gas source gas solid film volatile products film in this work

SiH4 + O2 SiO2 + 2 H2 LTO

4 PH3 + SiH4 + 6 O2 SiO2 + 2 P2O5 + 2 H2 PSG

3 SiH2Cl2 + 4 NH3 Si3N4 + 6 HCl + 6 H2 Si nitride (1

SiH4 Si + H2 poly-silicon
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inter-layer vias is done with higher area dose. The optical area of mirrors must 
be implanted less in order to preserve the optical properties [IV]. Even though 
film diffusion is not exploited, it is involved as a phenomenon to avoid, as dis-
cussed in section 5.4.1. 

 

3.2.4 Etching 

Etching is the main method of formation of the structures in micro machining. 
The material of the structure is first fixed in a uniform layer and then the de-
sired pattern, transferred as explained above, is removed. For introduction in 
textbooks, see Ch. 11 in [3] and Ch. 2.5 in [5]. 

There are two main category splits of the etching techniques: 1) the etch pro-
file is isotropic or anisotropic and 2) the process is dry or wet. The parameters 
that characterize different etching techniques are similar to those relevant in 
film deposition: rate, temperature, 1-or-2 sided, single-wafer or batch. Im-
portant properties specific to etching include the selectivity and aspect ratio. 
The selectivity refers to the etch-rate ratio of materials to others [83, 84]. The 
aspect ratio (AR) quantifies the capability of etching a narrow pattern deep 
(AR = depth / width). 

Wet etching
Wet etching links the historical etching of art to micro machining. Typically, 
the wafer with a photo-resist pattern is immersed in the etchant liquid, where 
a chemical reaction dissolves material. Conventional wet etching is fast, rela-
tively simple and cost effective, and a batch process. The etch profile is iso-
tropic such that each point of exposure-area border, typically the photo-resist 
edge, is a centre of a sphere that coincides the etch front (see fig. 20 a)).  

The most established method to introduce anisotropy in wet etching is based 
on selectivity of etch-front progress directions in a crystalline material (see 
[6]/Ch. 4.6). The work horse of anisotropic wet etching is the single-crystalline 
silicon etching in water solutions of potassium hydroxide (KOH) or tetrame-
thyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) [85, 86]. The directional selectivity of tens 
to hundreds results in surface planes in pre-defined angles as seen in fig. 14 b).  
Another example of anisotropy in wet etching are the columnar grown thin 
films, which often etch much faster in the plane-normal direction of the col-
umns. Anisotropy can also be promoted by applied electric field or laser light, 
but these processes are still a rare niche. 

etching
Dry etching exposes the material to gas or plasma. The removal of material is 
typically a chemical reaction as in wet etching, but it may be enhanced by 
physical processes like ion bombardment. The reaction product must be vola-
tile under the process conditions in order to have it transported away from the 
sample. The process gas may be ionized into plasma by an applied RF field for 
enhancing or enabling the reaction, as is the case with O2 plasma for polymer 
(including PR) removal and with the conventional reactive ion etching (RIE). 
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Isotropic processes result the same sphere etch front as the isotropic wet etch-
ing.  

Anisotropy in dry plasma etching, result shown in figure 20 b), is induced by 
directional acceleration of charged particles in a dc field. Often the anisotropy 
is further promoted by passivation of the etching sidewalls. A polymer film is 
deposited onto the etch-front and side walls either continuously by the etch-
reaction products or in a pulsed manner with different source gas than that for 
etching. The ions momentum in wafer-normal direction consumes the pas-
sivation from horizontal surfaces and allows vertical progress of the etch front. 

Silicon and dielectrics like silicon nitride and oxide, as well as common metal 
films like Al, AlSi, Mo, W, TiW are routinely plasma etched anisotropically. A 
process with pulsed passivation, called deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), is 
most established for silicon. Figure 14 a) shows typical DRIE-etched structures. 
An alternative abbreviation HAR is justified by the High Aspect Ratio that is 
routinely between 1:10 to 1:20. 

Etch te in ce integ ati n
Surface and bulk micromachining apply etching to deposited films or bulk lay-
ers like the substrate or the SOI device layer. Anisotropic wet etching and 
DRIE are typically applied to bulk because, in deeper etching, the lateral con-
sumption of area with the isotropic methods may often spread the patterning 
‘brush width’ too much. Anisotropic plasma etching is also often preferred for 
the narrowest structures in surface micromachining, where AR > 0.5 is desired. 

The etching of the topmost, recently deposited, layer is simply referred to as 
‘patterning’ (or ‘development’ for UV-exposed PR) but the removal of material 
buried underneath another is called ‘release’. In figure 18 b), a structural poly-
Si cantilever is released free from contact to the substrate by sacrificial oxide 
etching. The sacrificial layer was deposited and patterned earlier but sacrifi-
cially release etched, by some isotropic method, only after the structural parts 
were formed above it. Sacrificial removal of SiO2 , by wet-HF etching, is the 
primary release method in this work [87]. 

Thin sacrificial layers and loose flexural structural parts introduce an issue of 
stiction. Stiction is a phenomenon in which the Van der Waals force between 
the solids may fix the structures, intended to stay apart from each other. While 
the wet-etch liquid is dried away, the surface forces tend to pull the released 

Figure 20. SEM images of thin-film etch profiles. a) A 3-μm wide circular hole, seen from above,
is anisotropically plasma etched through a 700-nm poly-Si layer. b) The isotropic wet etch-
ing of a 1-μm AlSi layer produces the spherical etch front with the cross-section circle cen-
tre at the photo-resist pattern edge. c) A gentle slope of the etch front is produced in a wet
etching when the film is coated with a layer of higher etch rate. Here a 1-μm AlSi was coat-
ed with a 50-nm Mo film. (a) and c) [117] by the permission of Elsevier.) 
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structure into a contact with the surface below. Techniques of addressing the 
issue include: i) the reduction of contact area by dimples or bumps, illustrated 
in figure 18 b), ii) the isotropic dry etching, and iii) drying procedures free 
from liquid surface forces. The critical-point CO2 drying represents the iii) and 
is extensively applied in this work. In our case, CO2 drying is also necessary for 
preventing the capillary forces from tearing the structures broken. The for-
mation of anti-stiction bumps is also demonstrated [I] but they were for ad-
dressing the later stiction of the complete device. 

Another approach of release is the etching of the whole bulk from the sub-
strate opposite side (fig. 18 c)). Such a release process represents either wet or 
dry bulk process, typically anisotropic for saving lateral space. We apply such a 
DRIE process in the TIR-spectrum FPI [II]. However, the fundamental reason 
was not the release of the lower mirror but merely the free transmission of the 
optical signal. 

Etch imit
Anisotropic etching is limited in lateral (wafer plane) dimensions by definition, 
whereas isotropic etching lateral extent depends on the etch time. The etch 
limit in the vertical (wafer normal) direction must be addressed by means of 
selectivity, etch time, or active end-point detection. The selectivity must always 
be addressed at least against a mask layer, whether PR or a hard mask, but 
typically also other exposed layers of the structure. Wet etching and isotropic 
dry etching tend to be easier limited by chemical selectivity, since the process-
es do not involve other etching mechanisms but the chemical reaction. The 
selectivity is often worse in anisotropic plasma etching, in which the directed 
kinetic energy in part promotes the material removal. The anisotropic wet 
etching of Si provides the two special cases of selectivity: a buried etch-stop 
layer by post implantation [3] and the selectivity of etch rates between crystal 
directions [85, 86]. 

Where the selectivity does not suffice, the time of etch provides a method to 
control the extent.  This method is often good enough for the lateral limit in 
isotropic etching but vertically something to avoid. The dimensions are often 
relatively wide but shallow especially in surface micromachining. The etch-rate 
uniformity rarely suffices for the etch-depth control by timing, except for the 
wet anisotropic Si etching where the crystal orientation assists the uniformity. 
Some end time is set for each etch step but, the role of timing accuracy is em-
phasized with poorer selectivity until the limit of too low selectivity, for which 
the timing accuracy does not suffice. 

The selectivity problems in the anisotropic plasma etching have promoted 
the development of etch-stop techniques. The end-point detection refers to a 
technique of monitoring the reaction products. Once the etching proceeds to 
the underlying layer, the products change and the system is programmed to 
automatically stop or otherwise alter the etching. This method, however, is 
merely an alternative for timing but does not help the uniformity or the selec-
tivity. The end-point detection typically requires wide enough exposure area 
but the process flows discussed in this work plasma etch mainly sparse arrays 
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of small holes. There is only one etch step, a nitride pattern on top of a non-
patterned SiO2, where we apply end-point detection. 

3.3 Surface-MEMS FPI process integration 

An electrostatically actuated surface-MEMS FPI is presented as an example of 
process integration of the micromachining techniques reviewed in 3.2. The 
principle of operation of the completed device is schematically illustrated in 
figure 21. Many practical issues to tackle are ignored but the generic building 
blocks of the whole process flow are put in a sequence. The real fabrication 
process flows, developed for the advances of this work, are in line with this 
simplified example. 

The design foundations of this example include a transparent substrate and 
tensile residual stress in the upper mirror (UM). Because of the transparency, 
there is no need for deep etching the signal path through the substrate. On the 
other hand, the thin films must then be designed to screen the signal laterally 
outside the area designed for the optical function. 

The films properties are not quantitatively addressed, but some fundamental 
properties are implied. The film deposition conformality, step coverage, and 
uniformity are not addressed but naturally assumed sufficient. The UM film 
stack net stress must be tensile when released, since otherwise the fully 
clamped membrane would buckle wrinkled without any bulk support. The 
films must be smooth and planar enough, such that the corresponding  pa-
rameters in equations (8) and (9) result the desired resolution in (4). The 
LPCVD layers tend to copy the underlying vertical topography of irregularities 
out from surface plane (not pits), but their lateral extent expands. As a result, 
small lateral coverage of embedded particles or similar in the first layers gen-

Figure 21. Capacitively actuated tunable surface-MEMS FPI operating principle. The electro-
static pull, applied through the potential difference V, attracts the UM towards the LM. The
FPI gap shrinks ant the transmission peak spectral location is shifted towards smaller
wavelengths.  
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erate a problem at the FPI gap upper interface, at the UM bottom surface, and 
result in high r in (7).  

3.3.1 Generic fabrication process flow

Onto a double-side polished substrate, the fixed lower-mirror (LM) DBR layers 
are deposited. A generic reason to prefer double-sided method, e.g. LPCVD, is 
the stress balance. Identical layers on both sides keep the wafer straight, which 
is important for at least the later stepper lithography steps. Our example flow 
in figure 22 produces 3-layer DBR (N = 3 in equation (5)), in which a low-n 
film is sandwiched between high-n films, all three of /4 thickness. The LM 
faces the substrate and a reflectivity-matching layer of the low-n material is 
included at the interface. As discussed in 2.3.2 with the asymmetry effect, such 
interface layer thickness determines the compromise between FPI resolution 
and transmission. 

Next, the sacrificial layer is deposited and then the upper-mirror DBR, iden-
tical to the LM. The layout of the released, movable UM is defined by the sacri-
ficial release etching. A pattern of etch holes for the release etchant flow 
through the UM define the area of the released UM. The etch holes are prefer-
ably plasma etched for aspect ratio near one, since they should be small in or-
der to preserve the optical function for a high proportion of the UM area. An-
other factor that often promotes plasma processes is the need to etch two ma-
terials for piercing through the DBR. The selectivity in the etch step for the 
holes is not crucial as long as the thick sacrificial layer, to be sacrificed later 
anyway, suffices to stop it. 

The contact pad for the LM must already be opened through the sacrificial 
layer. Synergy with the later isotropic (the sacrificial) etching cannot be ex-
ploited, since any wet process steps, e.g. the lithography or pad-metal wet 
etching, cannot easily be applied after the UM is released. Accordingly, the 
contact-pad metal is next sputtered and patterned. 

Once the wafer front is ready for the sacrificial release, the back side is ad-
dressed. In our case, the optical path is defined by a limiting aperture. The 

Figure 22. The fabrication phases of a generic surface-MEMS FPI. 1. Deposition of LM films; 2.
sacrificial layer; 3. UM films; 4. patterning for  release etching and contact openings; 5. con-
tact pad deposition and patterning; 6. opening the optical aperture on the back; 7. sacrificial
release etching. 
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example flow assumes that the non-released stack of films screens the signal 
outside the aperture. In some cases an auxiliary metal may be needed. 

Finally, the sacrificial etch step releases the UM. The contact-pad openings 
and the back-surface aperture provide wide etch paths for the isotropic release 
etch, which must be taken into account in the layout design. Either lateral 
space is reserved, or lateral etch stops are produced with more complicated 
design. The release may take place dry or wet but, if wet, critical-point CO2 
drying or similar procedure is most probably applied since any anti-stiction 
bumps are not designed. 
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4. Tunable MEMS FPI review 

The previous chapters first introduced the FPI in general and then the MEMS 
technology. Still, a generic stereotype of MEMS FPI cannot be rendered. In-
stead, a variety of MEMS topographies has been widely applied for reaching 
different optima of the FPI performance in order to meet a variety of applica-
tion specifications. 

4.1 Typical realization options 

4.1.1 In-plane or plane normal 

The FPI reflectors determine a plane, which is orthogonal to the direction of 
the optical signal or the beam. The application or the fabrication technology 
may dictate the beam direction either in, or normal to, the MEMS-process 
substrate plane. The definition ‘in plane’ must be used aware of the context, 
since it may refer to the FPI reflectors but, more often –also in this text– to the 
signal. The in-plane optics, illustrated in figure 23 a), is typically applied in 
optical communications, where waveguides and possibly other beam manipu-
lation may be integrated onto the same MEMS component [26-28, 61, 88]. 

Figure 23. Different approaches of a MEMS FPI structure and optical direction. S1 and S2 refer
to two substrates in separate MEMS processes. 
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Interfacing to an optical fiber is there relevant and adapting the MEMS design 
to support the fiber plugging is more feasible in plane, though combinations 
have been reported, too [89]. 

The application need for chip plane-normal signal path (fig. 23 b)-e) ) often 
arises from a multi-chip assembly scheme. Multiple chips, for example a detec-
tor and/or radiation source, may be mounted together with the MEMS FPI 
into a device sub-assembly, as shown in figures 16 d) and ) and 17. Especially 
the electrical connections, such as wire- or flip-chip bonding, are easier to im-
plement if each chip is designed for plane-normal signal path. 
 

4.1.2 DBR or metal reflector 

The two types of reflectors applied in the MEMS FPI are the metal mirror and 
the DBR. The metal is the traditional method in macroscopic mirrors. The 
Maxwell equations [16] can be solved for the surface of infinitely thick metal to 
result full reflection of the propagating field, independent of the wavelength. 
Thin enough metal, as relevant for the semi-transparency of an FPI mirror, 
allows some field through within the limits of the penetration depth, and this 
fraction of the field continues propagating in the original direction. In a 
household mirror, the metal is deposited on the back surface of a transparent 
dielectric, usually glass. In an FPI, the metal is coated in the inner side of the 
supporting structures, since extra interfaces are not desired towards the reso-
nant cavity. The substrates still need to be transparent since, outside the cavity, 
the incident and exit beam must pass the structure. 

While moving towards more purely MEMS-type realizations, especially sur-
face micromachining, the thin-film deposition of dielectric materials becomes 
an inherent (accessible and synergic) part of the manufacture techniques port-
folio.  Supported by this synergy, the DBR introduced above is the dominant 
structure in the modern MEMS.  

Both approaches, the metal coating and the DBR stack of dielectrics, assume 
careful control of the films thickness. However, the metal mirror operates over 
a wide band and the thickness ratio to the radiation penetration depth mainly 
limits the FPI transmission level. The semi-transparency of the FPI reflectors 
assumes thin enough films.  On the other hand, the DBR reflectance is spec-
trally periodic and the films thickness control needs even better, few percent 
level of accuracy. With metals, one dimensions the films thicknesses for low 
loss and sufficient reflectance but, with dielectric DBRs, for the spectral re-
sponse. An FPI with metal reflectors always compromises the transmission 
level, whereas the DBR stack of dielectrics can in principle be nearly lossless. 

The in-plane optics MEMS FPI invariably utilizes the DBR. The metal coat-
ing appears integrated in this technology only in the closely related MEMS-
based FT-IR devices [90], when free-space signal beam must be realigned, e.g., 
to a flip-chip mounted detector in plane-normal direction. The literature re-
ports on actual in-plane FPI are limited to the DBRs, HAR-etched into silicon, 
for NIR spectrum near 1.5 μm. 
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In the plane-normal MEMS FPIs, DBR dominates in the single-wafer surface 
micromachining (fig. 23 a)-c) ). Both the metal and the DBR appear in the 
two-wafer assemblies. In addition to the synergy with the modern thin-film 
technology, certain materials compatibility issues favour dielectrics over the 
metals in a single-wafer FPI. If the adjustable gap of a tunable FPI is left in 
between the mirrors, to be later sacrificially released, the metals should com-
ply with the remaining deposition steps as well as with the sacrificial etch 
chemistry. Among the established MEMS-process metals, only the refractory 
metals of poorer conductivity, Mo or W, withstand high temperatures. The 
high-conductivity metals for good reflectors of thin enough coatings (Al, Ag, 
Au) are not reliably stable at T = 1000oC. In addition, Al dissolves fast in the 
common SiO2 etchant, the wet hydrofluoric acid and the selective patterning 
methods of Ag and Au are more limited than for Mo, W, and Al. 

When the MEMS FPI is assembled from structures on two substrates (fig. 23 
d) and e) ), the metal coating can often be deposited last [91-93]. Temperature 
compatibility concerns the bonding process only and the sacrificial etch step is 
not involved. The two-wafer FPI often operates at higher orders, since a wider 
adjustable gap does not add the complexity of fabrication. The non-periodic 
metal reflectors enable the design philosophy: ‘any higher order will do’. 

4.1.3 Tuning principle, actuation and assembly 

The tunable FPI is characterized by the tuning method: what is tuned and 
how? The first question can be treated briefly since, almost exclusively, the gap 
between two reflectors, that is the inter-mirror distance, is adjusted. Looking 
at the equation (1), the factor to adjust is actually the optical distance t n, the 
separation multiplied by the inter-mirror medium refractive index. According-
ly, a change of the index also controls the transmission wavelength. In two 
reported examples [94, 95], the FPI gap was solid silicon and the refractive 
index was shifted through heating. The application was in the NIR optical 
communications at 1.5 μm, where very short relative tuning suffices. An exam-
ple [62] of tuning one of the mirrors, rather than the resonant cavity, was also 
enabled by the demand for only short tuning in this same 1.5 μm application 
area.  

In a vast majority of tunable MEMS FPIs, the controlled parameter is the 
resonant cavity length. The diversity among the implementations then arises 
from the actuation mechanism and geometry.  

Inte -digit c mb ca aciti e act at
The in-plane optics FPI (fig. 23 a) and 4.1.1 ) always applies inter-digited 
(comb-finger) capacitive actuators. The actuator fixed comb (stator) and the 
moving part (often ‘rotor’, even though not rotating) are both patterned in the 
same HAR-etching step together with the air-gap DBRs. This actuator mecha-
nism does not show the electro-static pull-in phenomenon and the movement 
is approximately linear in the applied voltage. This MEMS platform also pro-
vides flexible design means to realize actuation functions, including latching 
bi-stability, two-directional actuation, or even rotational displacement. The 
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comb-actuator applicability is, however, very limited by the practical incom-
patibility with the plane-normal optics and, more widely stated, with any sur-
face micro-machined optics. Another undesirable feature is the chip footprint 
consumption. Very small-area optics are controlled with macroscopically wide 
actuators. 

Pa a e - ate ca aciti e act at
The most common actuator among the plane-normal optics FPI is the electro-
static (aka capacitive) parallel-plate actuator. In pure surface micro machining, 
this method is applied almost exclusively but, it is also the most common 
method in the bulk micro-machined plane-normal FPI. Lateral location of the 
actuator may share the optical-path area or not, depending on other layout 
solutions and on the fundamental approach of the movable members suspen-
sion and on the approach for reflectors planarity.  

Often the actuator gap is vertically (plane normal) the same structural mem-
ber that provides the FPI resonant-cavity gap. In this common and simpler 
solution of shearing the gap optical and electromechanical functions, the elec-
trostatic pull-in phenomenon of the parallel-plate actuator limits the gap tun-
ing at near 30 % of the zero-voltage ‘rest’ gap. However, the DBR reflectance 
periodicity also limits the operational range of the FPI near the same 30 %. For 
an FPI that operates at higher orders, the DBR limit typically dominates. 
Among the first-order DBRs, the bottleneck is determined by the DBR struc-
ture and even by the application specification, which finally dictates the usable 
range of the DBR reflectivity. This double limit of the tuning range has proba-
bly hindered the efforts to extend the FPI mechanical tuning. A parallel-plate 
actuator, based on AC-actuation of an electrically floating FPI mirror, has been 
introduced [17, 96] for extended or even electrostatically unlimited range of 
travel.  

Pie act ati n
A two-wafer MEMS FPI, manufactured through wafer bonding or post-
processing a precision-mechanical mounting, has also been realized with pie-
zo-actuated tuning (fig. 23 d) ) [56, 57, 59, 97]. Piezo-actuation of a single mir-
ror was also manufactured in the MEMS wafer processing [98], but an FPI is 
not reported yet. The two-wafer assemblies with separately mounted piezo-
actuators add the manufacture cost high above the pure MEMS components. 
Accordingly, this approach is justified in combination with other features that 
also excel the pure MEMS in cost but also in performance, such as, several 
millimetres optical area or high-order operation with wide FPI gap.  

mbinati n
The categories above are a simplification and cross combinations do exist. For 
example an FPI has a surface-MEMS mirror that is deflected through a single-
wafer fabricated parallel-plate actuator, but the cavity is formed in 2-wafer 
bonding [66]. Yet another side-branch with the wafer-plane mirrors is the in-
dependent-cavity approach, in which the actuation gap is separate from the 
FPI resonant cavity. Low voltage with narrow actuator gap is targeted despite a 
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wide FPI gap [66], or higher pull-in voltage and gap tuning range are achieved 
with a wider actuator gap [92]. 

4.1.4 Size of optical area 

Even though the movable mirror is invariably wider than the usable optical 
area, possibly screened by an aperture feature, the size is discussed here in 
terms of the reflector. As wide as possible is the rule of thumb of the applica-
tions nice-to-have preference. Many applications, however, can live with very 
small, some cannot benefit from wider, and most applications appreciate the 
lower cost of smaller-area MEMS. The line between small and wide is better 
defined by the overall structural approach, related to the mirror size, rather 
than by a given number in micrometres. The area of a 100-μm-diameter circle 
sets the trend for the division zone. 

The small in this text means a mirror that remains planar enough without 
added mechanical support, as in figure 23 b). The in-plane optics is always 
small (fig. 23 a) ). The bulk DRIE is not capable of producing wider and the 
application field of 1.5 μm optical communications typically delivers a signal 
through a fiber core, which is also small in cross section on the order of 10 μm. 
In the wafer-normal optics, all reported 2-wafer FPIs are wide since the cost of 
the technology is only motivated by wider area for imaging or high-sensitivity 
spectroscopy applications. In these FPIs, the mirrors are typically backed pla-
nar by a bulk substrate behind [56, 91, 92, 99, 100] or just surrounding [93] 
the reflectors. 

A single-wafer surface-MEMS FPI is found in small (fig. 23 b) ) and wide (fig. 
23 c) ) examples. After a release-process step that leaves the movable mirror 
suspended, the small mirrors remain planar enough as a slab or cantilever [24]. 
The material rigidity holds the film straight, given there was no stress gradient 
normal to the structure plane prior to the release. There are also realizations 
that utilize solid/air-gap DBRs, which rely on each solid layer keeping their 
planarity and position separately [23, 25, 62, 63, 101], some even suspended 
asymmetrically [24]. Often but not exclusively, the small-area plane-normal 
FPI is designed for the 1.5 um optical communications application, which is 
practically always the case with in-plane optics. 

The wide single-wafer MEMS FPI cannot have a bulk support for both mir-
rors. One of the mirrors is fixed on the substrate, and the movable mirror sus-
pension is clamped perfectly (spherically) symmetric. Proper tensile stress is 
exploited in order to keep the mirror straight. The VTT MEMS FPI [11, 17, 102], 
including the topic of this thesis, represents this approach rather alone but, a 
few other works have been reported [19, 22]. 

4.1.5 Approach for planarity 

A fundamental requirement for planarity is the smoothness of the individual 
MEMS-processed surfaces. The property typically depends on the thin-film 
depositions but also on the substrate finish. Roughness may be acceptable but 
only well below the operation wavelength. On the other hand, a wider-scale 
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topography called waviness is harmful already at the height scale of the trans-
mission peak width. In surface micromachining, a topography deviation that 
only covers an acceptably small fraction of the surface may spread to a much 
more harmful new lateral distribution of the original height variation, when 
coated in conformal processes like the LPCVD deposition. If the LPCVD layer 
is sacrificially removed, the gap inherits a height variation. The released mem-
brane in tensile stress tends to pull straighter the film waviness at lateral 
length scales that clearly exceed the thickness of the solid film.   

The (non-)planarity issues of the inter-mirror gap and those of the mirror 
alone often merge into one single problem. However, in certain geometries, 
the movable mirror may be rigid enough to remain planar under actuation 
even if the actuation causes tilting, which again appears as the gap non-
planarity. If the system budget allows, as may be the case for larger devices 
that cost more anyway, a servo-type feedback control for keeping the gap uni-
form can be implemented [56, 91, 103].  

e a ti ne
The categories of the design solutions for planarity somewhat correlate with 
the optical width. The suspension clamping of the movable or both mirrors of 
the small surface-MEMS FPI (fig. 23 b) ) often follow lower degree of sym-
metry than the perfect spherical. The reports on this type of devices often ad-
dress the stress control of the mechanical members [20, 23-25, 100, 104]. The 
suspended structures stiffness must be such that at least the gravitational ac-
celeration does not observably bend them. The stress gradient through the 
films, prior to the release, must be negligible and the overall residual stress 
must be small. Tensile stress is mandatory for double- or more-side suspen-
sion, whereas compressive may be acceptable in case of one-sided clamping 
[24, 105]. 

Ten i e memb ane
Wide mirrors of single-wafer processed surface-MEMS FPI (fig. 23 c) ) are 
typically not rigid enough to inherently retain the planarity. They must be fully 
symmetrically clamped, show tensile residual stress, and still the mirror tilts 
or bows when electrostatically deflected. The issue can be approached by de-
fining the actuator electrodes only around the optical area [22]. The movable 
membrane-type mirror under tensile stress remains flat at the middle, where it 
is not pulled by the electrode. This approach has been evaluated and applied in 
this work [III] as well as in each recent MEMS FPI at VTT [18, 102, 106]. 

k t
When both FPI mirrors are separately fabricated by bulk micromachining, 
both mirrors are typically wide and supported by a rigid structure as in figure 
23 d) and e). Either both of them lie on the MEMS-process substrate [56, 64, 
91, 99, 103] or one mirror has the substrate thinned [100] or the substrate was 
patterned into a frame to surround the optical area [93]. The latter case ap-
proaches the wide-area surface MEMS in the sense that the membrane cannot 
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show compressive stress but is still different in the sense that more options of 
actuation geometry are available. 

4.1.6 Operation order

ti ati n highe de
The higher order transmission bands occur, according to (2), at increasing 
density with the wavelength going down. The first-order peak, near a wave-
length twice the inter-mirror gap, is the widest in FWHM and the peak width 
decreases with order m in (3). Higher-order operation thus provides a method 
of improving the resolution, which is the most common motivation for any 
order m > 1. Especially the communications applications at 1.5 μm NIR specify 
a sub-nanometre band, which in practice necessitates the operation order near 
m = 10. Other applications that suggest higher order are those where two spec-
tral regions are scanned in parallel using a single FPI [19, 107] and those of 
correlation spectroscopy. The latter is a technique of creating a spectral array 
of transmission peaks that match the specimen absorption pattern in a man-
ner similar to the pair of facing Vernier scales [97, 108]. 

i t e and e ati n de
With DBR reflectors, the higher orders are not all available. The peaks appear 
at intervals that are not directly linked to the operation periods of the DBRs, 
even though both the peak wavelengths m and the DBR band width are in-
versely proportional to the wavelength. Often the first peak appears at the first 
DBR band but the second DBR period may feature, e.g., the 3rd peak as in fig-
ure 24. On the contrary, the metal reflectors provide a continuous band and 
the peaks of subsequent orders are all available. 

PI t ct e and e ati n de
The fabrication method and the FPI geometry are strongly linked to the opera-
tion order. A single-wafer surface-MEMS FPI invariably has the inter-mirror 
adjustable gap formed by a sacrificial layer removal. Higher order operation 

Figure 24. Simulation of a symmetric Si/air-gap FPI with no substrate over optical area. DBR
1st and 2nd period emphasized grey. FPI 1st and 3rd peaks appear within the DBR bands.
Three more peaks of higher orders are also visible. 
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assumes a thicker thin film for the sacrificial layer, which adds the challenge of 
fabrication especially with longer wavelengths. High-temperature process 
flows apply hard materials, such as SiO2, for the sacrificial layer. The severe 
stresses associated with the high-T process steps may crack the layer, which 
usually cannot be tolerated. 

Often the FPI with wafer-plane reflectors applies capacitive parallel-plate ac-
tuator and the actuator shares the same gap that serves as the FPI resonant 
cavity. When this is the case, the higher-order operation tends to increase the 
actuation voltage. These issues are summarized such that low order of opera-
tion is often combined with the single-wafer process for lateral DBRs [19, 20, 
22, 24, 61, 101, 102, 108-110]. 

The in-plane optics FPI with vertical DBRs as well as the two-wafer assem-
bled lateral-mirror devices are inherently suitable for higher order of operation. 
The bonded assemblies do not rely on a sacrificial layer. They define the ad-
justable gap with spacers between the members with the mirrors. Such spacers 
may be bulk-MEMS structures [92, 107] or separate third-wafer parts [64] or 
the actuators themselves [56, 112]. Even in the case a thick film pattern is ap-
plied, they can be deposited last after possible high-T steps [91]. In the in-
plane optics, the spacing of mirrors and gap widths are only weakly linked to 
process integration and more defined by the layout only. Depending on the 
device height (reflector width) /2 may be difficult for HAR etching but a wid-
er gap for higher-order operation is straight forward. The actuator is also natu-
rally a separate structure, often an inter-digited comb drive. 

4.2 Implementations for wafer-normal optics 

4.2.1 FPI with wide Si/air DBR 

The closest match to our work, within the published prior art, is the only re-
ported other work on surface micromachined MEMS FPI with the Si/air/Si 
structure in the DBR [22]. This work also introduces the targeted application, 
which is the same setup of a miniature gas transmission spectrometer for mid-
IR range as presented in the earliest publications [9, 11] of the VTT FPI tech-
nology. Even though the English translated paper appeared 2013, the publish-
ing of the Enomoto-group work dates back to 2011 in Japanese and 2010 in a 
US patent [113].  

This work differs from our approach in the way to address the DBR planarity. 
Whereas we apply point-wise anchoring, this earlier work applies a honey-
comb mesh for contacting the two poly-Si layers. Our structure blocks the 
transmission at the anchors and retains the proper gap immediately next to 
them, so that transmission through a film stack with any other spacing is elim-
inated. The poly-Si films are annealed to similar tensile stress as in our solu-
tion and we assume the small size of the mesh unit cells is the key to keep the 
DBR locally planar enough. The embodiments explanation in the patent paper 
[113] also points out the shallow slope of the honey-comb walls as a means to 
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prevent bending under the stress but, however, another embodiment claims a 
structure with vertical walls should also work.  

The resolution is reported to evolve from 60 nm to 43 nm over the tuning 
from 4.5 μm to 3.3 μm. Even though the FWHM remains wider compared with 
our results, the constant 1.3 % relative resolution is surprisingly good for the 
honeycomb system which appears a very non-uniform structure for a DBR. 
Our thin-film technology and process integration, applied in the layout of the 
Enomoto work, is not expected to yield this good resolution. However, this is 
mere speculation since we have not tested similar approach.  

The Enomoto group refers to their FPI as one with ‘ultra-wide wavelength 
range’. The wide range is in the DBR operation but the FPI exploits the same 
capacitive actuation as our work and is thus limited to very similar tuning 
range below 30 % of the initial rest-gap wavelength.  

4.2.2 FPI with small solid/air DBR 

Surface micromachined MEMS FPI with the air as the DBR low-index material, 
other than the Si/air-system, have been reported with Si nitride, InP, and with 
SiO2 solid high-index layers. The earlier InP/air structure, targeted for optical 
communications at 1.5 μm, was introduced by a group in Lyon, France, [23] 
already in the late 1990’s. The same group reported further development and 
integration for optical components [25] including a switch and VCSEL.  The 
resolution was later improved from the initial 0.6 nm down to 0.15 nm 
through implementation of a different tuning principle [62].  A later InP/air 
work is reported by Kusserow first for the technology demonstration [101] and 
later in a context of refining the device into a photonic crystal [63]. This group 
did not disclose the InP/air FPI spectral parameters. Earlier they presented a 

Figure 25. The Enomoto group surface MEMS Si/air-DBR FPI [22] by the permission of Wiley
Periodicals, Inc..  
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related structure [24] with Si-nitride/air DBR which was reported to reach a 
1.5 nm FWHM. Both the InP/air FPI works are symmetrically suspended, as 
seen in figure 26, whereas the SiN/air system was one-side clamped. All the 
SiN and InP designs were small enough to rely the planarity and the gaps uni-
formity on the solid layers stiffness. A SiO2/air-gap system [105] was, by the 
time being, demonstrated as a DBR only. The SiO2 design shares the concept 
of point anchoring with our present work. However, the idea of a full-clamped 
tensile film for planarity is not involved but merely free relieve of stress is ap-
plied. 

4.2.3 FPI with wide solid DBR 

Wide-area surface MEMS devices, which rely the DBR planarity on the tensile 
stress in a fully clamped membrane, are found few more in the prior art by 
looking outside the air-gap DBR systems. The same overall structure as that of 
this work, but now with solids-only DBR, have been reported by our group for 
mid-IR [11, 18], NIR [114], VIS [17, 102] and by Noro et.al. for mid-IR [19]. 
The latter, however, applied single-layer movable mirror which leads to rather 
poor resolution of ca. 500 nm at the first order. The application was similar 
miniature gas spectrometer as the device by our group, commercialized after 
the 1990’s work [11]. The Noro group additionally exploited the second-order 
peak so that parallel detection of CO2 and H2O was anticipated. The second 
order peak provides approximately half the FWHM, as suggested by equation 
(3) with m=2. 

Wide-area FPI almost exclusively applies surface MEMS with full clamping 
of tensile-stress DBR or, alternatively, bulk-MEMS supports to keep the mov-
able mirror planar. An exception has been published by Milne et.al. [115]. The 

Figure 26. SEM images of the InP/air-DBR devices. From a) to c) refs [63, 101, 62]. The RHS
image reveals the two wider air gaps, related to the non-standard FPI structure for further 
improvement of resolution. By the permission of Elsevier (a) and IEEE (b, c). 

Figure 27. Two examples of a two-wafer FPI with bulk-back mirrors. LHS [103] by the permis-
sion of Wiley Periodicals, Inc., RHS [99] by the permission of IEEE. 
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movable mirror of diameter over 200 μm was not clamped but suspended by 
beams, which were designed to release the mirror stress, instead of spanning it 
tensile. A well-behaving NIR FPI, tunable for 1.6 μm <  < 2.4 μm, was demon-
strated but the FWHM still shows a compromise due to this rare approach. 
The reported 15-nm bow over the mirror is in line with their 52-nm FWHM, 
that represents over 2.5 % relative resolution. Our own device for NIR range 
(not published) cannot accept more than 5 nm bow in order to reach the speci-
fied 15 nm 2nd-order FWHM at  = 2 μm.  

4.2.4 FPI with bulk-supported DBR 

Bulk-MEMS supported DBR has been reported in several configurations. Two 
substrates in full thickness back the DBR in the devices by VTT [56], Infratek 
GbmH [99, 107], Seiko Epson [92] and a U.S. military related group [91]. The 
VTT device exploits rigid substrates that move in respect to each other by 
means of piezo actuators. The other three have the substrates bonded and a 
capacitive actuation moves a mirror suspended inside one of the substrates, as 
shown in figure 27. The Infratek device applies DBRs but the others metal-
coated mirrors.  

The VTT work at VIS-NIR features a 10 nm resolution [57, 116]. Similarly to 
Noro et.al., Infratek device also exploits two spectral ranges in parallel, 1st or-
der at thermal infrared 8 μm <  < 10.5 μm and apparently 3rd at mid-IR 4 μm 
<  < 5 μm. The Infratek 1st-order resolution, 115 nm < FWHM < 200 nm is 
actually the most relevant benchmark for our TIR-range work, even though the 
MEMS technology is different. Seiko work [103] for VIS spectrum reaches ca. 
50 nm resolution with the 1st-order peak and Gupta [91] 20 nm with a higher 
order for VIS-NIR.  

A structure with a bulk-frame support for a metal-coated nitride-membrane 
moveble mirror has attracted several groups. Raley et.al. [119] achieved a nar-
row 1.6 nm FWHM (ca. 0.04 %) for visible light. Their FPI was non-tunable 
with high operation order and the tunability was only preliminarily tested with 
poorer results. Correia et.al. report a 12 nm FWHM with the same basic struc-
ture but low operation order [93]. The flatness of this structure was anticipat-

Figure 28. The bulk-frame supported DBR in a VIS-range FPI [93] by the permission of Else-
vier. 
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ed to enable a 3-nm resolution (ca. 0.5 % relative FWHM) if the parallelism 
was improved. Srivastava et.al. revisited this structure aimed at simpler fabri-
cation but satisfactory results were not reported [120]. 

Two recent works, illustrated if figure 29 [64, 100], apply SOI-wafer for the 
movable mirror and for suspension, and another wafer for the fixed mirror. 
Russin et.al. [100] uses the SOI handle wafer, thinned by etch-back, to support 
the mirror planarity, whereas Zhai et.al. [64] keeps the device layer behind the 
mirror. The Zhai work emphasizes their independent-cavity design, which 
means that the electrostatic actuation is over the SOI-wafer buried-oxide gap 
but the FPI resonant cavity is defined with a spacer structure at the wafer-
bonding interface. The spacer was transferred from yet another Si wafer, so 
that the MEMS process takes 3 wafers, out of which two are relatively expen-
sive SOI. However, a 17-layer SiO2/TiO2 DBR, wide 26-μm gap (the independ-
ent cavity) for high operation order, and the well-defined SOI-wafer surfaces, 
reward this costly and complicated design with a good resolution of 0.4 nm at 
the optical communications  = 1.5 μm NIR range. Russin et.al. use capacitive 
actuation more conventionally over the FPI cavity gap. The reported FWHM = 
70 cm-1 (15 nm) at  = 1.5 μm would be decent for the 5-layer Si/SiO2 DBR at 
first order but poor for the high-order operation of this work, and far too much 
for the target application in Raman spectroscopy. The etch-back surface 
roughness was claimed responsible for failing to reach the targeted perfor-
mance.  

 

  

Figure 29. Examples of SOI-based NIR-range FPI geometries for wafer-normal optics. Both
share the structural members 1: Substrate for fixed DBR ; 2: FPI cavity between DBRs ; 3:
capacitive actuation gap ; 4: SOI device-layer for DBR suspension and in a) also for DBR
planarity support ; 5: FPI cavity spacer which is another SOI-wafer device layer in a) and
eutectic bonding metal in b) ; 6: SOI handle wafer for a) actuator stator electrode and b) for
DBR planarity support. Illustrations are adapted from a) Zhai et.al. [64] by the permission of
Elsevier and b) Russin et.al. [100] by the permission of IEEE.
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5. Si-FPI with anchored Si/air DBR 

5.1 Our Si-FPI concept 

The devices developed in this work represent single-wafer surface microm-
achining for wide optical area and wafer-normal signal direction as shown in 
publications [II] and [III]. The structure is compatible with low order of opera-
tion and only first-order devices are demonstrated so far. The FPI is tunable 
with electrostatic actuation. The method for securing the planarity of the 
released movable mirror is the tensile stress that pulls the membrane straight. 

The FPI of this work was first demonstrated for the thermal infrared, be-
cause there the Si/air DBR provides an enabling technology. The three-layer 
structure of poly-Si/air-gap/poly-Si also improves the prior art of the solid-
DBR devices at the mid-IR but, at the TIR range, other solutions with estab-
lished MEMS materials are not available. Silicon loss level remains below k = 
10-4 for high-purity single-crystal material, as indicated in figure 6, across the 
TIR spectrum. In our experimental study of boron-ion implanted poly-Si films 
[IV], we optimized the doping for a compromise between sufficient conductivi-
ty and low loss with k below 10-2. Among the other materials generally applied 
in MEMS processing, only germanium [121] would combine low loss and high 
refractive index at TIR. Ge and SiGe technology is emerging especially in 
CMOS-MEMS integration [80, 81]. However, the technology for full surface-
MEMS process integration, including well stress-controlled thin films and 
their patterning, is not equally available as is for Si. 

The performance benefit of the Si-FPI originate from the high index ratio 
nSi : nAIR = 3.4, which in turn enables high reflectivity R of the DBR over a wide 
band [I]. High R enables narrower peak width [II], which provides the applica-
tions with better spectral resolution. The wide band of the high R helps to keep 
the narrow peak FWHM over the whole tuning range [III] and also provides a 
wider stop band [II,V]. 

Mechanically the solid/gap/solid DBR is expected to show beneficial behav-
iour, compared with the more established full-solid DBR approach. The DBR 
with single solid material only should be free from the bi-metal deformation 
under temperature changes. The data of the anticipated improvement has not 
been collected, though. A desired characteristic that was indirectly observed in 
the experiment is a generally more planar DBR. The overall planarity of the 
mid-IR device seems to be better for the Si-FPI, compared with a correspond-
ing MEMS FPI with poly-Si/SiO2/poly-Si DBR layers. Probably the tensile 
stress of the released mirror can better pull straight waviness of certain inter-
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mediate dimensions, if there are only the tensile-stressed poly-Si layers left but, 
the intermediate (compressively stressed) SiO2 has been sacrificially removed 
[122]. 

5.2 MEMS Structure, dimensions and operating solutions 

5.2.1 Overall structure and operation 

Our Si-FPI structure follows the general principle illustrated in figure 21. The 
structural solutions, specific to this work, are pointed out in detail in figure 30. 
The distinctive features include the air gap as the low-index layer of both mir-
rors. The air gap is incorporated with the anchors that connect the two poly-Si 
layers of the mirror and fix their distance. Another characteristic is the optical 
aperture, which is a through-substrate hole in the TIR version. 

In the eventually preferred design, the electrostatic actuator electrode is de-
fined on the lower-mirror surface layer (poly2), laterally outside the optical 
aperture. At the optical path, the poly2 is connected to the same potential as 
the whole upper-mirror bottom poly-Si (poly3). The poly2 implantation pat-
tern follows the electrode geometry but, in addition, the layer is cut (fig. 30 E) 
in order to secure the electrical isolation. As shown in figure 31, the UM poten-
tial is connected to the LM outside the MEMS device in the TIR version. The 
Si-FPI for mid-IR had the poly3 directly connected to poly2 at the correspond-
ing contact pad, such that, external wiring was not needed. 

The initial layout variations of the TIR-range version included an option with 
the actuator electrode below the whole area of the released UM [III]. That de-
sign does not have the LM centre poly2 in the gnd potential, but the whole LM 
poly2 is wired to the actuation potential. The wiring path through poly1-poly2 
vias to the LM centre is not needed and only the UM has a gnd-potential con-

Figure 30. Si-FPI for TIR design. Top insert is a schematic cross-section of with several func-
tional structures indicated: A, contact pads ; B, poly1-poly2 vias ; C, UM and LM anchors ;
D, optical path and the aperture ; E, poly2 electrical isolation of the electrode from the
grounded LM surface ; F, actuator electrode. Bottom left insert indicates the surface-MEMS
layers. Redrawn from [III]. 
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tact. The actuation bends the UM at the optical path (see fig. 21) such that, the 
resolution strongly degrades with tuning [III]. Since the targeted applications 
do not favour this behaviour, later design runs for the mid-IR version included 
only the ring-electrode design, illustrated in figures 30 and 31. 

For the tuning, the actuation potential is continuously increased from 0 V up 
to the pull-in value. For an ideal spring-loaded electro-static parallel-plate 
actuator, the pull-in takes place after a travel range of one third of the initial 0-
V gap.  Even though the structure is far from that, the actuation range is still 
near the one third of the 0-V gap (25 % - 30 %). The spectral tuning range, 
relative to the peak 0-V location, is somewhat less, typically near 25 %. 

5.2.2 Dimensions and layout 

Thickne e
The device footprint is a 4 × 4 mm2. The thickness is mainly that of the sub-
strate, 525 μm for the TIR version and 625 for the mid-IR. Thinner was con-
sidered easier in the design involving the through-substrate deep etching, such 
that the tolerance of aiming the etch time is smaller and the etch-stop oxide 
consumption can be kept lesser. The device layers, repeated on both sides, add 
ca. 25 μm on the total device thickness. The DBR thickness dimensions are 
determined by the /4 lengths in the respective materials. In the TIR version, 
optimized for  = 9.3 μm, the poly-Si layers are (9300 nm / 4 / 3.44) = 676 nm 
and the intra-mirror gap 2325 nm. The adjustable FPI gap is targeted for such 
a height, ca. 5000 nm, that the DBR optimum wavelength would lie at the 
middle of the 1st-order tuning range.  

e all la t
The released area of the circular upper mirror was varied from 3200 μm to 
3500 μm in diameter. The area is determined by the release-etch holes in the 
UM and by the etching time but other limiter for lateral extent is not defined.  

The optical aperture is defined by a through-substrate etched opening in the 
TIR version. One concern with a solid substrate was the silicon absorption 
bands above 9 μm wavelength [121, 123]. Another motivation for the opening 

Figure 31. Actuation wiring schematic [II]. The '+' signs indicate electrode potential. 
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is the back-surface Si-air interface. Without a proper anti-reflection coating, ca. 
30 % of the signal would be lost. A thin film with the refractive index between 
those of Si and air and the losses still minimal was not readily available. For 
future testing, a recent report [124] suggests a potential solution by patterning 
a layer of effectively lower density Si on the substrate surface. This approach 
was not available during this work. Since the opening was considered neces-
sary, high-enough conductivity (resistivity  < 0.01 Ohm cm) was chosen for 
the substrate so that the optical aperture was well limited by the non-
transparent substrate. 

The aperture diameter was varied for 800 μm and 1200 μm in the TIR ver-
sion with the through-substrate opening. Relatively small aperture is suggest-
ed for the TIR range since the aperture area compromises the electrode area. 
The wide actuator gap alone increases the actuation voltage in the TIR version 
so that wide electrode was preferred. In addition, because the through-opened 
aperture was considered a risk for the overall survival in the fabrication, a de-
sign with smaller aperture of diameter 800 μm was included. 

The ring-shaped electrode area cannot begin right next to the aperture edge. 
Some margin is reserved for the lower mirror release etching, which must ex-
tend beyond the aperture limits. Additional radial space is taken by the poly1-
to-poly2 vias for the ground-potential wiring, as well as by the isolation cut of 
poly3. Accordingly, the inner radius of the electrode ring is ca. 150 μm larger 
than the aperture radius. With the 800 μm aperture, the electrode area is 8.7 
mm2 and, with 1200 μm aperture, 7.9 mm2. In the designs without the ring 
geometry of the electrode, the whole 9.6 mm2 area of the 3500-μm diameter 
upper mirror was available. 

The circular released UM leaves plenty of space for the electrical contact 
pads at the corners of the rectangular chip. The 250-μm circular metal pads 
are symmetrically in each corner of the device. As seen in figure 30, the TIR 
version applies three contacts in different roles. The electrode pad is redun-
dantly in opposite corners but diagonally in the other two corners are the 
ground-contacts for the UM and the LM. In the version without the ring-
design electrode, also the ground-contact pads are symmetrically identical. 

The design of the Si-FPI for mid-IR allows for certain extra freedom in the 
design. Low-conductivity Si substrate with  > 10 Ohm cm is transparent over 
the mid-IR spectrum so that there is no necessity for the through-open optical 
aperture. The optical aperture is limited by the back-surface thin films and a 

/4-thickness Si3N4 film was used for the anti-reflection coating. The aperture 
was designed wider, diameter 1400 μm, since the fabrication risk seen in the 
through-open aperture was not present. Also the narrower actuation gap can 
do with a smaller electrode area of 7.4 mm2. One more difference is in the con-
tact pads arrangement. The ground potentials of UM and LM were easier con-
nected in the MEMS so that there were only two types of pads symmetrically at 
opposite corners. 

nch and h le mat ice
The release-etch holes naturally define a triangular matrix. This geometry pro-
vides the shortest time of full sacrificial release with a given area density of 
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holes. The hole density is 30 % less, compared with rectangular matrix, for a 
fixed minimum release distance. Another benefit of the triangular is the later 
cut of the connections between SiO2 islands into sharp beaks that tend to con-
centrate stress. The triangular has 9 % SiO2 left but the rectangular 21 %, when 
the beaks appear into this system of compressively stressed SiO2 and tensile 
poly-Si.  

The hole-to-hole lateral distance is bound to the desired etch time through 
the release-etch lateral rate. However, the layer-by-layer progress also adds a 
considerable time in the release-etch step. In the case of the mid-IR Si-FPI, the 
substrate was left solid and all release etching can only progress from the wa-
fer front. A hole separation of 52 μm was found appropriate for release-etch 
times between 4 to 10 minutes, depending on the relative thicknesses of the 
slow-etching LTO layers and the ten times faster-etching PSG layers. 

The preferred matrix geometry for the anchors was not clear in the beginning 
of the work, but new arguments were resolved through test results. The layout 
of the TIR-range Si-FPI represented the original idea, based on the overall 
circular geometry of the device. The anchors also followed radial matrix in 
which the inter-anchor distance was kept approximately constant by adding 
more anchors in the circle rows of longer radial distance from the mirror cen-
tre. Later, the same triangle matrix (fig. 32) as that of the holes was adopted 
for the anchors, for reasons discussed below with the process integration. 

A general desire in both the hole and the anchor matrices was to screen as 
little as possible of the optical area. Design guidelines for this objective include 
smaller features, sparser matrix, and the features stacked on top of each other 
laterally at the same locations. Very sparse anchor matrix with the separation 
well over 100 um resulted in stiction between the two poly-Si layers of the UM, 
the poly3 and poly4. 

Figure 32. Release hole and anchor matrix dimensions of the mid-IR Si-FPI upper mirror. The
drawing illustrates the UM edge, where the etch front is shown after full release elsewhere.
H stands for hole and A for anchor. Redrawn from [V]. 
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nch dimen i n
The anchor lateral size has been varied for experimental testing but also nu-
merically studied [V]. The experiments did not reveal new information, since 
only reasonable widths between 2.5 μm and 4 μm were tested. Numerical 
modelling was exploited to confirm the hypothesis for the idea of small ‘point-
like’ anchors, shown in figure 33 SEM pictures. 

A trivial motivation to keep the anchors small is the minimal screening of the 
mirror area. The lower limit of the size is set by the fabrication. The patterning 
method is a plasma etch through the intra-mirror sacrificial SiO2, which is 
2325 nm thick in the TIR version. Such a process step should be masked with a 
1.5 μm photo resist and the etch method is not suitable for aspect ratios much 
over one. Accordingly, 2-μm width is considered as the lower limit for securing 
high yield in fabrication. 

Another reason to keep the anchors small is the improved poly-Si planarity. 
The tensile stress bends the anchor wall and the horizontal poly-Si film in the 
anchor-circle radial direction. The smaller the anchor, the more abrupt would 
be the associated bending in the anchor-circle tangential direction and the 
better the poly-Si stiffness prevents the deformation.  

The anchor size effect on the poly-Si films and on the intra-mirror gap pla-
narity was studied with a FEM simulation [V]. The objective was to see how 
small the anchor should be for the induced intra-mirror gap deviation to re-
main negligible. Or, if the fabrication size limit is met first, how large a devia-
tion should be expected. The poly-Si slope maximum next to the anchor in the 
radial direction is plotted, as a function of the anchor size, in figure 34 for the 
mid-IR Si-FPI. Poly4 bends down, poly3 up, and the intra-mirror gap squeezes. 
The graph also plots the poly-Si films maximum deflection at the farthest dis-
tance from the anchors, which is the triangle centre in the layout of figure 32. 
The result indicates that a 3 μm width of the anchor, a safe feature size in our 
fabrication, is small enough to keep the bending below 5 nm. This small de-
formation can be considered negligible compared with the surface smoothness 
of the thin films and with other sources of macroscopic deformation. On the 
other hand, with the figure 32 layout dimensions, a calculation shows that the 

Figure 33. SEM micrograph of the poly-Si/air-gap/poly-Si DBR structure. a) The DBR has been
cleaved next to one of the anchors [III]. b) The anchor itself is broken for better view to the
structure. 
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3 μm anchors only screen 0.2 % of the mirror area, which is considered harm-
less for the applications.  

 

5.3 Fabrication process flow 

The Si-FPI fabrication process flow is reviewed through the TIR version with 
the ring-design electrode as the example. The flow variations for the full-area 
electrode and for the mid-IR version are then separately listed in 5.3.2. Figure 
35 illustrates the flow in nine steps, but the real fabrication covers ca. 200 
steps when a step is defined as wafers transfer from one equipment to another. 
The process includes 15 lithography steps, out of which the first 14 define 
front-side patterns with stepper-reticle exposures. The last one is a two-side 

Figure 34. Anchor size FEM simulation model and results [V]. Top illustration shows the model
primitive cell, anchor cross section, and the qualitative bending behaviour with increased
anchor width. Bottom graph shows the poly-Si bending at the primitive cell corner and the
highest radial slope just next to the anchor. The model geometry and dimensions follow the
mid-IR SI-FPI upper mirror, for which also the anchor matrix is triangular as in figure 32. 
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aligned full-wafer exposure of the back-side for such robust pattern and 
alignment, that the fabrication flow can be considered essentially one sided. 

5.3.1 TIR version Si-FPI process flow 

The first SiO2 deposition is the etch-stop layer for the later aperture etching. It 
can be left blank and both LPCVD or thermal oxidation can be applied. The 
next film is a LPCVD deposited poly-Si (poly1) of /4 thickness for the LM 
lower high-index layer. Poly1 is patterned by plasma etching for the release 
holes and for the alignment marks. Then poly1 is implanted for the LM centre 
gnd-potential wiring. The LM low-index /4 air gap sacrificial SiO2 layer is 
next deposited. It consists of three successive SiO2 sub-layers: LTO, PSG, LTO, 
for reason discussed below with process integration. The SiO2 is plasma etched 
(fig. 35 step 2) so that the later deposited poly2 forms the LM anchors and the 
vias for the LM ground-potential wiring.  

Before the poly2, a 200-nm low-stress Si-rich nitride film is deposited. 
Without a proper etch stop, the LM surface (poly2) isolation cut would open a 
release-etch path into the LM sacrificial SiO2. The etch stop must be electrical 
insulator and should not be etched in the wet-HF release etch. The nitride is 
consumed in HF but slowly enough to serve as an etch stop. 

Next (fig. 35 step 3), poly2 is deposited and plasma etched for the LM re-
lease-etch holes as well as for the electrode-area isolation cut (see fig. 30 E). It 
is implanted conductive for electrical wiring. The implantation must be done 
in two lithographically patterned steps for different doses. The optical area is 
implanted for lower conductivity in order to not deteriorate the TIR-range 
transparency [125, IV], whereas the electrical contacts need higher dose [126]. 

The adjustable-gap, the FPI resonant cavity, sacrificial layer is again a LTO-
PSG multilayer. The thickness 5 μm is above the /2 of the DBR optimization 
at = 9300 nm. The multilayer is now composed of five depositions for a 
LTO/PSG/LTO/PSG/LTO sequence of the SiO2 types. This way single deposi-
tions are kept near 1 μm thickness and the top LTO thin enough for better UM 
planarity, as discussed below in 5.4.1. 

The UM layers: poly3, UM-gap SiO2, and poly4 are deposited and patterned 
(fig. 35 steps 4-7) similarly to the LM from poly1 to poly2. The poly3 is im-
planted in two patterns of different doses similarly to poly2 so that via and 
metal-pad contacts, as well as the actuator area, become more conductive 
compared with the optical path area at the middle. Steps 5 and 6 illustrate the 
two-step method of forming the contact-pad areas to poly2. The UM SiO2 
plasma etching is allowed to reach, without a selective etch stop, deeper into 
the adjustable-gap sacrificial SiO2. Then a separate contact-opening pattern 
exposes both the poly3 and poly2 contact areas. 

After the step 7, the front-side contact-pad process is omitted in the illustra-
tion. The complete process includes here a metal deposition and wet-etch pat-
terning for creating the wire-bonding pads (fig. 30 A). The metal is a two-layer 
Al+Mo (1000 nm + 100 nm), where the aluminium secures an ohmic contact 
to the locally B+-implanted poly-Si. The role of the molybdenum is to protect 
the Al from being etched in the wet-HF release etching. 
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The optical aperture is opened through the back-side stack of thin films in 
subsequent plasma-etch steps for poly-Si and SiO2. In step 8 the same aper-
ture is opened through the wafer in DRIE. Then the sacrificial SiO2 layers are 
removed in step 9. This final release, a wet etch in 49 % HF, takes place from 
both sides of the FPI structure, because the substrate is through opened and 
the poly1 also has the release holes. The wet-HF process is completed with a 
critical-point CO2 drying procedure to prevent stiction or direct damage 
caused by the drying capillary forces.  

5.3.2 Options for the process 

The different electrode geometry for part of the early TIR-range designs was 
imlemented as a variation in the layout of several design options. However, if 
the full-area actuation electrode were the only design option, such that the 
now default ring electrode were not present, the fabrication process could be 
simpler. The implantation of poly1 could be omitted, since only the pull-
electrode potential is connected onto the LM and the wiring bypass from the 
contact pad to the LM centre is not needed. In addition, the isolation cut (fig. 
30 E) through poly2 would be omitted so that the release-etch stop nitride 
layer deposition and patterning would be skipped. 

In the mid-IR version, the major difference is in that the aperture is not pat-
terned as a through-substrate hole but only the back-side thin films are 

Figure 35. The fabrication flow illustration for the TIR version Si-FPI. Note that the back-side
layers are only shown in steps 8 and 9. 
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opened. This choice implies several further differences. First of all, the sub-
strate must be of low conductivity Si and the process is completed with an an-
ti-reflection coating deposition on the back-side. A /4 layer of PECVD Si3N4 
was utilized. Another addition is the first SiO2 pattern to define anchors be-
tween the LM and the substrate. This bottom SiO2 also gains a new role as the 
LM-to-substrate match interface. Depending on the application specifications, 
another air gap may be desired or a solid SiO2 is left, in which case poly1 holes 
and anchors can be omitted. The layer thickness determines the symmetry 
discussed in 2.3.2, but it is not a DRIE etch-stop as in the TIR version. Final 
extra in the mid-IR device is a metal coating on the device back surface. Since 
the substrate is now transparent low-conductivity Si, the metal is needed to 
block the signal outside the aperture opening. 

5.4 Process integration and design rules 

A challenging level of the fabrication design is the process integration (see 
[3]/Ch. 28). The above run-through of the fabrication process addressed the 
flow step by step. The motivations of the individual steps were reflected 
through their interaction with the previous and the following steps, as well as 
through the role of the patterns in the final device. However, the arguments 
and specifications for designing many of the process steps are determined 
through the interaction with the whole structure fabricated so far. A striking 
example takes place when one of the last steps, the wet-HF release, interacts 
with all the structures and layers in the device. There are also other process 
steps, which had to be designed together with all the other steps for mutual 
compliance. Some are trivial, common with many different process flows. An 
example is the temperature compliance which excludes any low-T deformable 
materials, like aluminium, prior to the exposure to high temperatures of, e.g., 
thermal oxidation. An example of a design rule that result from process inte-
gration is the mutual geometry of the release-hole and anchor locations be-
tween successive layers (see 5.4.3). Below, examples of process-integration 
challenges are chosen for discussion. 

5.4.1 Thick sacrificial SiO2 composition 

The adjustable gap 0-V ‘rest’ height for a TIR-range FPI must be ca. 5 μm thick 
for the desired rest   10 μm. Such an LTO layer cracks at the poly-Si anneal 
temperatures between 800oC to 950oC, as was confirmed in separate process 
preparation tests during this work. The problem has been addressed in the 
prior art in other context [127] and in a case similar to ours [19, 20]. The for-
mer reference applies the same idea of exploitation of an intermediate PSG 
layer as introduced in our earlier research [11]. Although the other LPCVD 
oxide types (LTO and TEOS in our facility) cannot survive the annealing in 
layers thicker than 2 μm, sandwiching with PSG enables all thicknesses of in-
terest in this work up to 5.5 μm thickness. 

The intermediate PSG layer introduces a set of limitations and consequences. 
As a bonus, the overall rate of etch-front progress in the sacrificial release is ca. 
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10 times faster for the PSG, compared with LTO. This is beneficial since exces-
sive time in the wet-HF bath threatens some structures that are not intended 
to be removed. Examples of such are the Al films of the contact pads and the 
back-side metal in the mid-IR version as well as possible few-nanometre na-
tive oxides in the small-area poly-Si interfaces like the anchor bottoms. The 
fast etch rate enables reasonably sparse release-hole matrix (see fig. 32) to 
save the active mirror area. 

Most other phenomena with the PSG are less desired. One fundamental fea-
ture is the incompatibility with dry HF release, the HF-vapour process. With-
out a liquid carrier, residual non-volatile phosphoric acid H3PO4 droplets re-
sult and spoil the device. Only the wet-HF process applied here remains as an 
option. Another property to consider is the diffusion doping of the poly-Si by 
the PSG. The diffusion from the PSG layer to a directly facing poly-Si, under 
elevated temperature, is exploited as a replacement for ion-implantation in 
some process flows. Here, however direct contact cannot be accepted since the 
poly-Si optical properties would deteriorate for unacceptably high dissipative 
loss [IV]. This is the fundamental reason why simple PSG only is not an option. 
The LTO/PSG sandwich, shown in figures 36 and 38, with a minimum of 250 
nm LTO for diffusion barrier is needed. Fortunately we have not observed any 
practical lower limit of the PSG thickness down to 200 nm, as long as the con-
tinuous LTO remains below the ca. 2 μm. Because the process control of our 
LPCVD furnaces limit the single LTO deposition to 2 μm, and the top LTO be-
low the UM is desired thinner than 500 nm (discussed below), the TIR-version 
adjustable gap is composed of five sub-layers as a sequence 
LTO/PSG/LTO/PSG/LTO. 

The 10-fold etch rate difference of the stacked SiO2 sub-layers leaves the LTO 
etch-front as a shallow slope of the angle below 10 degrees. As a result, each 
poly-Si forms a bi-layer structure together with the LTO slope beneath, at the 
release-area edge, as shown in figures 36 a) and 38. The SiO2 part of this local 
bi-layer is in a compressive stress and the poly-Si in tensile, which causes the 
system to bend towards the poly-Si side. The effects of slopes below poly2 and 
poly4 can be limited local by the anchors. The slopes above each poly-Si 1-3 
are harmless since the poly-Si is fixed on the substrate side, as seen in figure 
36 a). However, the whole upper mirror bends upwards at the release-area 
edge because of the slope below poly3 [I II III]. This is the reason why the top 

Figure 36. Options for the sacrificial SiO2 composition. 
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LTO below the UM is desired as thin as safe for the phosphorus-implantation 
barrier. 

Not all SiO2 layers in this work are too thick to survive without the PSG. For 
the mid-IR version, /4 in air remains well below 2000 nm and the LTO-only 
intra-mirror sacrificial, shown in figure 36 b) and c), returns as an option.  

5.4.2 Annealing temperature 

The high-T annealing, after the deposition of each poly-Si layer, is for activa-
tion of the dopants, crystallization of the silicon from amorphous to poly-
crystalline, and for adjustment of the poly-Si stress. The as-deposited poly-Si 
is in a compressive stress but annealing turns it into tensile, depending on the 
temperature as shown in figure 37. The initial fabrication hypothesis for the 
TIR version was a relatively high T=950oC for low enough stress to keep the 
actuation voltage over the 5-μm gap reasonable.  

The fact that the SiO2 residual compressive stress increases with annealing T, 
as also plot in figure 37, proved to complicate the proper choice. The whole 
stack of multiple poly-Si and SiO2 layers, prior to the release etching, buckles 
over the through-substrate aperture if the stack net stress is compressive. The 
deformation alone should not necessarily be harmless, since the removal of the 
sacrificial SiO2 layers leaves only the tensile poly-Si released, except for the 
local bi-layer at the UM clamping edge as mentioned above. However, we ob-
served a severe yield loss through poly-Si cracking near the anchors at the 
steepest deformation area close to the released mirrors clamping. This failure 
mode was finally limited by defining a support-wall mesh in the aperture 
opening. The maximum open span of the substrate through etching was re-
duced from the whole released LM area down to the support-wall mesh open-
ing of 200 μm. Unfortunately, within the scope of this work, we did not have a 
chance to study the most obvious remedy, a low enough annealing T to keep 

Figure 37. The residual stress of SiO2 and poly-Si films as determined in this work. Note that
significant difference between PSG and LTO was not observed so the oxide curve repre-
sents them both. 
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the net stress of the non-released film stack tensile. The TIR-range device 
maximum actuation voltage would have increased from the present 35 V level 
but the information gained from the experiment would have been valuable and 
thus suggests further studies on the topic.    

The question of proper annealing T was also met with the mid-IR version, 
which did not feature the through-aperture opening. As long as the UM sacrifi-
cial SiO2 composition is the multilayer as in figure 36 a) and as necessary for 
the TIR-range version, any annealing T seems to work. However, the thinner 
intra-mirror /4 gap at the mid-IR enables the option of LTO-only sacrificial 
SiO2 in the UM as shown in figure 36 b) and c). In the option b) the intra-UM 
LTO is left above the gap released below because of the slow HF etch rate. The 
area of a self-standing poly-Si/SiO2 multilayer buckles and wrinkles the UM 
inoperable, if the annealing T was too high. The option c) of poly4 layout is 
available for fixing the front-side problem, but the back-side features of only 
single patterning step remain problematic. As a result, the option of LTO-only 
intra-mirror sacrificial must possibly be accompanied with low enough anneal-
ing T. The final conclusion depends on whether the application can accept se-
verely bending edges of the back-side pattern or whether an extra patterning 
step can be added for the back-side in order to copy the option c) idea there.  

5.4.3 Anchors and holes geometry 

A major design rule, based on the arguments and observations reviewed below, 
is that the holes of each mirror should be placed concentrically (pair wise 
poly1-poly2 and poly3-poly4). In addition, the anchors are recommended to 
follow the same symmetry as the hole matrix, such that each anchor experi-
ences the HF-release etch-front progress equally. The most obvious argument 
is the idea of minimizing the release-etch time when lateral etch progress is 
not added to the vertical. Another easy argument is the conservation of mirror 
area from being wasted to features non-functional in the completed device. 
However, concentric is a suspicious choice for the hole etch process, when the 

Figure 38. The sacrificial release etch-front progress.  The symbols indicate ‘A’ for anchor, ‘H’
for hole, ‘P’ for poly-Si layer, and numbers 1-3 indicate time evolution of the etch front. The
arrangement in the illustration with the poly3 and poly4 holes not located concentric repre-
sents the system found worse. 
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lower hole induces steep topography where the upper is to be patterned. 
We found a failure mechanism that dictates the concentric holes necessary. 

The farther apart from each other the release holes are, the higher is the prob-
ability of having the mirror cracked at the anchors. We were not able to resolve 
the precise mechanism. Either the lower etch-front progress beneath the above 
anchor initiated the fracture, or the problem is the longer-lasting arrangement 
of the SiO2 still below an anchor that already has the surroundings widely re-
leased. Whichever the mechanism, it was clear that the release etch results in 
broken poly next to the anchor if the intra-mirror sacrificial layer is widely 
released before the SiO2 below it is removed. In figure 38, the poly4 must not 
be free to deform too widely around the anchor A4, when the system of the 
tensile-stressed poly3 together with the compressive-stress SiO2 below bends 
the anchor geometry. Concentric holes minimize the effect and were observed 
to lead to the best result. 

This failure mode was coupled with the buckling that took place with some 
designs before the release etching. The buckling occurred with the designs 
without the aperture-opening support mesh. The samples without the buckling 
phenomenon showed lower probability of this failure. However, only the de-
signs with the concentric holes were fully free from the problem. 

The arrangement of the anchors is not dictated by the design rule for the 
concentric holes. However, in case the anchors matrix follows different sym-
metry, the release-etch fronts reach an individual anchor in a random order 
and from random directions. This makes the interpretation of development 
results difficult because the poly-Si film breaking during release depends on 
the mutual arrangement of the etch fronts and anchors. For this practical rea-
son, the triangle matrix for both the holes and anchors as in figure 32 ap-
peared to be the best practice. The anchors can still be arranged in different 
spacing, as long as multiples of the hole-matrix lattice constant are followed. 

5.4.4 Dicing 

Wafers must be diced into individual devices in order to carry out any realistic 
testing and characterization, not to mention any commercial exploitation. The 
most straight forward approaches of wafer dicing do not work with the sur-
face-MEMS FPI. The dicing development is not reported in our publications, 
since the major novel solutions involved were not accomplished through in-
house development. Merely, our conclusions and suggestions in the FPI-wafer 
dicing are based on improvements of the routine approaches and on out-
sourced novel techniques.  

Applicability of different dicing approaches depends on decisions made in 
design and process integration. Also the different objectives of different phases 
of development affect on which techniques are suitable. The single TIR mirror 
[I] and the non-tunable mid-IR Si-FPI [V] did not need wire bonding and 
could be tested without any dicing. 

The blade dicer tool applies a water jet, which either breaks the released 
membrane directly or through the surface forces during drying. A special 
shield tape was found to help, but with a poor yield that varied between 20% - 
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75%. The tape is designed to be diced with the wafer and then removed by UV 
cure and heating. The wafer-process development included variations in the 
poly-Si stress, the surface roughness, and other properties but, the interaction 
with the shield tape removal provided surprises. One key improvement was to 
apply a non-contact lamination chuck when the shield-tape is already in place 
and the actual dicing-carrier tape is laminated. 

One approach is dicing prior to the release etching. For the HF-vapour dry 
release in our near-IR FPI development we have designed a jig for individual 
chips and apply the dice-first sequence. Unfortunately, the HF-vapour is not 
compatible with the PSG applied in the devices of the present work. The pre-
cautions necessary with the wet-HF process and the sample handling in the 
associated CO2 drying have in practice excluded the dice-first method.  

For small numbers of chips, a snap-off groove and manual cleaving was 
found ‘good enough’ with the first TIR version wafers. There is a synergy be-
tween the through-substrate opened aperture and such snap-off grooves. The 
same DRIE step that etches the wide openings through, reaches only half 
depth in narrow grooves. The accuracy of aiming at the half way by the design 
of the groove width and the DRIE process was ca. 15 %, which means 220-300 
μm deep grooves into a 525 μm substrate. The final yield in the manual snap-
off work was similar to the 75 % with the shield-tape assisted blade dicing. 

Finally, our recommendation for the future solution is the commercially 
available laser process ‘stealth dicing’ [128]. A pulsed laser, focused inside the 
substrate, damages the lattice. Lines of damage spots are generated at different 
depths and finally the dies can be pulled apart by expansion of the carrier tape. 
The preliminary testing with the mid-IR Si-FPI resulted a 95 % dicing yield.  

As the other dicing methods, the stealth dicing is again coupled with process 
integration. The out-of-focus laser must penetrate with low enough loss which, 
in turn, implies substrate sheet resistance above one Ohm-cm. If the substrate 
is transparent enough for the near-IR laser, it is too transparent at the TIR 
range in order to provide an aperture screen and, accordingly, a metal film is 
needed onto the wafer back. 

5.5 Manufacturability 

The manufacturability of the Si-FPI MEMS platform is discussed in terms of 
the concepts of cost, yield, robustness and variation. Cost and yield are best 
defined in volume manufacture, where the cost is a business economic term 
and the yield is evaluated against product specification.  

The yield in the design and development, in the scope of this work, counts 
those that come out non-broken and show qualitatively proper operation. In 
volume manufacture, the occurrence of broken devices does not in practice 
dominate, but the yield-loss factor is what is seen as variation in this early de-
velopment phase. 

The MEMS die cost can be approximated as the wafer-process cost divided 
by the number of good devices per wafer. However, this cost is often overrun 
in the volume manufacture by the testing and packaging cost of the final prod-
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uct. The cost of testing again depends on the expected variation. The packag-
ing cost depends on what sort of armour is needed to meet the application 
specification, which again relates to the environmental robustness. 

5.5.1 Cost 

The MEMS cost can be seen as a product of wafer-process complexity and the 
die size, more precisely the pitch in the wafer layout. The surface-MEMS FPI 
of our type states a fundamental compromise between MEMS size and applica-
tion sensitivity or SNR. The width of optical area cannot be compensated while 
the device footprint is scaled down. This work demonstrated both the TIR and 
mid-IR versions in a 4 × 4 mm2 die, but similar structures has been routinely 
fabricated in 3 mm square and preliminarily in 2.5 mm. The contact pads and 
the electrode can be designed smaller in area, especially if the application ac-
cepts the compromised resolution of the full-area electrode design. However, 
any favourable scaling is not present, which tends to contradict price reduction. 

Any disadvantages in our device footprint cannot be pointed out compared 
with the competing realizations of surface-MEMS FPI devices with wafer-
normal optical direction. Our technology has the advantage of being based on 
single wafer, so any wafer-bonding arrangements are not present to consume 
lateral space. In principle, the MEMS FPI type with inherently rigid movable 
mirror could apply the optical-area electrode without sacrificing the resolution, 
but the few published works [64, 92, 99, 100, 103, 116] do not emphasize such 
philosophy of size reduction. The devices with wafer-plane optics, those for  = 
1.5 μm communications, play a different game in die size and generally tend to 
be smaller. 

The Si-FPI fabrication process with 15 lithography steps is complicated 
among single-wafer surface micromachining. It still beats two-wafer processes 
in the fabrication cost prediction. The LPCVD depositions of SiO2 and poly-Si 
are cost-effective batch processes and single-wafer dry etching is industry-
standard practice. Summarizing, the single wafer fabricated through this pro-
cess is equally or more expensive than the single wafers of the references. 

5.5.2 Yield 

Our latest TIR-FPI wafers show 85 - 95 % yield before dicing, as defined for 
single layout option in the binary broken-or-not scale. The mid-IR wafers with 
annealing T = 900oC and PSG sandwich for each sacrificial layer show near 
100 % yield and over 90 % after dicing, independent of the layout option. De-
sign rules for holes and anchors were studied in the TIR-version development 
but were fully implemented and tested with the mid-IR version. For this rea-
son, we do not know what would be the next thing to improve in the TIR-
version design. 

Three different anchor densities in ratios 1:2:3.3 in TIR version show that the 
anchor layout does affect the yield: higher density is better. However, anchors 
cannot be increased indefinitely and, on the other hand, the effect was seen 
only when the final design rules were not yet known. Unfortunately, we only 
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had the possibility to implement the anchor matrix of the same triangle sym-
metry as that of the holes, in the mid-IR version. We can only speculate 
whether the TIR yield would have equalled that of the mid-IR, given the an-
chors were not arranged in the radial matrix. Possibly the sensitivity for a ran-
dom particle to break the mirror was increased near anchors at unfortunate 
locations where poly4 (poly2) was widely released at the moment of the re-
lease-etch front passing the anchor below poly3 (poly1).  

The device breakage probability weakly depends on the radial location in the 
wafer. This may hint to the rather coarse DRIE patterning result of the aper-
ture opening support-wall mesh. However, this reasoning remains only specu-
lation without data. 

The mid-IR wafers with optimized design rules showed different yield for 
different process-flow options. Table 3 summarizes how the higher annealing 
T increased the yield. With the lowest T, the sacrificial oxide composition also 
had an effect. The LTO-only option had 2.5 times longer release-etch times (11 
– 12 min vs. 4 – 5 min), which may affect more than the SiO2 composition 
alone. 

The lower annealing T, that is the higher residual poly-Si stress, seems to de-
grade the yield. Within the scope of this work we never tested the lower an-
nealing T for preventing the TIR version buckling prior to the release etching. 
The above observations suggest that as high as possible T for the tensile non-
buckling net stress should be searched for. With the mid-IR FPI, we saw that 
the transition is between 800oC and 900oC for single mirror. We have not ex-
perimentally searched for the transition T of the whole stack of layers. 

5.5.3 Variation 

Towards the manufacture phase, the improvement of yield converges to the 
efforts to reduce variation. At this earlier phase, potential sources of variation 
must be identified in order to already direct the development for minimizing 
variation. 
LPCVD oxide is worse in across-wafer and wafer-to-wafer uniformity, com-
pared with PECVD oxide or with thermal oxidation. The sacrificial layer thick-
ness is the major source of FPI characteristics variation among our samples 
and is anticipated to be a challenge in the manufacture as well. In device per-
formance its effect appears strongest in the rest wavelength. The effect on the 
performance is less striking in the DBR optimization wavelength, but the layer 

Table 3. The mid-IR version yield dependence on the sacrificial layers composition

Annealing T / oC Intra-mirror oxide Yield
700 LTO only 70 % - 80 %
700 LTO / PSG / LTO 85 %
800 LTO only 95 %
800 LTO / PSG / LTO 95 %
900 LTO only 99 % - 100 %
900 LTO / PSG / LTO 99 % - 100 %
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thicknesses also vary less. The poly-Si deposition in our processes shows 
smaller relative variation and, on the other hand, the effect of the intra-mirror 
gap on the transmission-peak is weaker as qualitatively indicated in the figure 
9 field plot. 

Lithography, alignment accuracy, and etch steps performance generally af-
fect the layout realization. However, the corresponding variation is too small 
to affect the performance measurably at this level of development. Among 
such effects, the next to appear would probably be the alignment and etch pro-
file of the through-substrate aperture. The two-sided alignment tends to 
misalign more than the front-side patterns. The DRIE, in turn, is prone to 
produce different wall angle at different radial location in the wafer.  

The sacrificially released area is an important lateral feature that is only indi-
rectly and weakly controlled in the layout, as illustrated in figures 30, 32 and 
35. The exact location of the clamping border of the UM is a product of the 
wet-HF etch rate and time. Also the size and liquid-flow resistance of the re-
lease-etch holes have an effect. The dependent performance parameters are 
the voltage-control response and the pull-in voltage.  

A related potential source of variation is the sacrificial layer etch-front profile. 
The etch-rate ratio of LTO and PSG defines the extent of the oxide slope, which 
affects the rest position and the control response. Because this geometry pa-
rameter is not layout controlled it provides yet another source of variation and, 
unfortunately, a possible source of environmental dependence. 

5.5.4 Robustness 

echanical l ad
Experimental data on the effect of environmental loads was not collected. Here 
we discuss the trends expected for this platform. The sensitivity for inertial 
forces, which include signal cross talk with acceleration and durability under 
shock, are expected somewhat better in the Si-FPI platform compared with 
solid-DBR structure. The otherwise similar structure but a solid layer instead 
of the intra-mirror air gap has proven very durable and any issues with exter-
nal acceleration have not been observed. The released structure mass is very 
low, which keeps the coupling to acceleration low. Also the mechanical reso-
nance frequencies are high. Si-FPI is expected to behave similarly. The anchor 
structures probably generate different resonances at even higher frequencies 
only. The anchors, however, do generate non-uniformity in the UM, such that 
stress concentrations under shock exposure may deserve attention. 

The UM release-etch holes define some gas-flow admittance, which defines 
the UM frequency response for pressure difference. In case such sensitivity 
should appear problematic, we believe there are layout-design means to ad-
dress it. Much wider holes for decreasing the flow resistance can be designed 
outside the optical area, and a few also inside.  

Mechanical sensitivity for mounting and packaging solution is expected. 
Bending under external stresses may affect the height or the uniformity of the 
FPI gap and shift the peak spectral location or width. The uniformity is ex-
pected to behave better when the LM is also free from a substrate contact, as is 
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the case with the TIR version. We are afraid that this regime of problems is 
universal with all MEMS-FPI platforms introduced earlier. At least among 
devices with competitive optical-path widths, the challenges are similar. The 
more expensive approaches with a gap-control feed-back loop [85, 97] provide 
some help against the gap shifting, but the associated cost is similar to a pre-
calibrated temperature compensation integrated in the packaging.     

En i nmental l ad
Temperature sensitivity is expected to prove a challenge with the applications. 
Direct temperature strain is expected small, predictable and repeatable, since 
both the substrate and the released mirror are silicon only. Si-FPI is also free 
from bi-layer effect over the areal bulk of the UM, since silicon only is present. 
The Si/SiO2 system is, however, locally present at the very sensitive location in 
the clamping at the release-area border. We also know that SiO2 surfaces show 
slow absorption and desorption of moisture, which may add a humidity de-
pendence in the consequences. Luckily, the intra-mirror etch-front LTO slopes 
can be locked by anchoring and the one below the UM (below poly3) is an 
identical issue with the related Si/SiO2 DBR platform which, in turn, has done 
well in demanding commercial application over more than a decade. 

A more direct humidity effect is the UM-to-LM stiction probability. We have 
seen with similar FPI structures of full-solid DBR for near IR, that humidity 
testing results in sticking. The wider the FPI gap and higher the control voltag-
es, the smaller is the stiction probability. However, a final manufactured de-
sign may ultimately assume addressing this issue with anti-stiction means. The 
Si-FPI platform provides an anti-stiction bump feature on the UM bottom with 
a layout only, without additional fabrication steps. The bump fabrication has 
been demonstrated [I] but the efficiency results are not reported because any 
relevant effect of the bump would only be seen through environmental testing.  
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6. Si-FPI performance 

6.1 Si/air DBR 

One of the early experiments of this work was a study of the fabrication and 
performance of the anchored Si/air-gap DBR alone [I]. This DBR, to be later 
utilized in the Si-FPI, was prepared suspended and fully released above the 
substrate. The released area was a 3-mm circle like the Si-FPI UM. The per-
formance was characterized in a reflectance measurement with a FT-IR. The 
value of the DBR reflectance was found to be approximately as expected, as 
shown in figure 39.  

The reflection measurement setup is difficult for accurate determination of R, 
since the background reference value must also be reflected. The sample and 
the reference mirror (Ag-coated glass) alignment are different and cause some 
error. The maximum R is measured to be 100 % at an accuracy of 1 % but the 
actual correct operation of the DBR is a question of fractions of percent. 

The computed prediction for a Si/air DBR of two poly-Si layers above the 
substrate air-Si interface is the RH in figure 12. The figure inset indicates RH = 
99.2 %. The measured result of figure 39 is less accurate than the 0.8 % there 
is left to 100 %, so that the R was merely qualitatively found to correspond to 
the design value. 

Figure 39. Reflectance data of a Si-FPI type DBR. The DBR consists of two mutually anchored
poly-Si layers, suspended above substrate without anchoring. The simulation has fit the
model to the data. The model fit suggests 2550 nm gap in and below the mirror and 660 nm
poly-Si layers [I]. 
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A simulation, with a model fit to the data, confirmed otherwise the expected 
layer and gap thicknesses, but the gap to the substrate was some 350 nm more 
than the corresponding sacrificial layer thickness. Similar uplift of the UM 
DBR has since been observed in the Si-FPI devices [II, III]. The mechanism is 
the local bi-layer structure at the UM periphery, discussed earlier with the pro-
cess integration solution in section 5.4. 

6.2 Tunability  

Several samples of the TIR-range Si-FPI were studied in an FT-IR in order to 
record the voltage-tuning response and the transmission characteristics [III]. 
The peak spectral location as a function of applied voltage is plotted in figure 
40. Different samples with varied 0-V (‘rest-’) wavelengths are plotted so that 
some cover a tuning range 8.5 μm < 1 < 10.8 μm and others cover 7.6 μm < 1 
< 9.8 μm. The highest applied voltage was ca. 32 V for most of the samples. 
The samples were not driven to the pull-in voltage but close to it. An anoma-
lous response regime onset is observed for each sample between 25 V to 30 V.  

For one representative sample, the corresponding computed gap height is al-
so plotted in figure 40. A cone angle H = 5o was assumed based on the meas-
urement set-up geometry. For this particular sample, the transmission-peak 
tuning range reaches 23 % down from the rest wavelength and the correspond-
ing gap tuning range is 30 %.  

6.3 Peak width and height 

The peak FWHM of the TIR-range Si-FPI is plot in figure 41 for six samples as 
a function of wavelength [III]. An average curve and a visually, non-
mathematically, estimated trend points are overlaid on the data. The plot also 
displays the simulation results for the FWHM of a perfectly planar-gap model 
with two half-angle values H = 5o and H = 7o. The measurement setup was 
designed to produce the 5-degree cone, but the simulation shows that small 

Figure 40. TIR-range Si-FPI response to voltage tuning. The gap values, based on a simulation
of the fully planar model with 5-degree cone angle, are plotted for one of the curves. The
contour of (U /  = constant) is discussed in 6.5.1. 
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inaccuracy above 5o may affect the apparent FWHM significantly. Except for a 
bump at 9000 nm <  < 9500 nm, the resolution behaves qualitatively as that 
of the model and the overall level is above the simulation result. 

The 5-degree result was further integrated over a simple linear distribution 
of the gap height in order to see, how much gap distribution is needed to bring 
the simulation result to the trend points of the data. The values found are 
printed next to simulation-result markers. The gap distribution can be imag-
ined as the UM tilt in the case of a rectangular optical area. In reality, the opti-
cal areas of the MEMS FPI are often circular as is the case in our designs, too. 
Compared with the rectangle that represents the even distribution, the same 
maximum deviation of a tilt-type unevenness of the gap affects less in a circle, 
since the gap height distribution is weighted at the middle. The simulated 50 
nm – 72 nm still provide the order of magnitude of deviation that is expected 
to spread the peak to the measured value.  

The formalism of defected finesse can now be tested with the data and the 
simulation result.  In figure 10, the 1st and 2nd order peaks are separated very 
accurately by half of the 1st-peak wavelength 9300 nm so that the FSR = 4650 
nm. The simulation model gave FWHM = 68 nm with the 5-degree cone at  = 
9300 nm. By substitution in (4), the reflective finesse NR can be calculated as 
(4650 nm / 68 nm) = 68. The same calculation with the measured FWHM = 
105 nm gives for the effective defected finesse NE = 44. Different assumptions 
for the origin of the finesse reduction can now be tested using (6). We assume 
that a single defect type dominates the finesse and first calculate the corre-
sponding defect finesse ND = 1 / sqrt(NE-2 – NR-2) = 58. If this defect finesse 
were all due to bow, (8) would suggest maximum deflection t = 1 / 2*58 = 
9300 nm / 116 = 80 nm. Similarly, assuming the tilt defect only, would result 

p = 93 nm. The order of magnitude corresponds to the computed even-
distribution tilt of 72 nm, shown in figure 41. The finesse-based results 80 nm 

Figure 41. TIR-range Si-FPI FWHM data and simulation. The simulation models had fully planar
nar gap and two cone half angles: 5 and 7 degrees. Gap distribution maximum deviations,
such that the 5-degree result FWHM spreads to match the measured value, were comput-
ed and printed in the plot. 
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or 93 nm are naturally higher, since the equations (7) and (9) assume a circu-
lar optical area, which is less sensitive for a given maximum gap deviation. 

The mid-IR version of the Si-FPI shows 35 nm peak FWHM near the optimi-
zation 1 = 4200 nm [V]. The simulation that reproduces the FWHM is plotted 
with the measured data in figure 42. The simulated peak height is 25 % higher 
for reasons that are not proven. The reason may relate to the measurement 
setup cone angle, beam alignment, external aperture alignment, or the back-
ground reference measurement. The graph also shows the simulation for a 
model with a uniform gap. The still higher level of this ideal-case peak is ex-
pected since the FWHM = 27 nm is narrower and the total peak area is pre-
served between the two simulations. 

6.4 Stop band 

The stop band defined as transmission T < 5 %, extends from 2800 nm to 
7050 nm for the mid-IR Si-FPI in figure 42. For the TIR-range Si-FPI, the stop 
band covers 6500 nm <  < 16350 nm for a typical measured sample shown in 
figure 43. For both versions, the computed stop band is shifted up in wave-
length, compared with the measured data. The shift in the wavelength axis is 
smaller at the lower end such that the computation predicts little wider stop 
band. However, in a wave-number plot the shift is more symmetric and the 
simulation stop-band width matches the data within 0.5 %. 

Compared with a similar MEMS structure but with Si/SiO2/Si DBR, the Si-
FPI stop band is 40 % wider [V]. The stop bands are wider because the DBR 
reflectivity R keeps a higher value over a wider band. Due to the wider bands, 
the reduction of R over the achievable mechanical tuning range affects the 
peak width less.  

Figure 42. Mid-IR version Si-FPI transmission as measured and simulated.  The uniform-gap
model FWHM = 27 nm and the other peaks FWHM = 35 nm. Simulations and measure-
ment are for a 5-degree cone half angle. Small differences in the model gap height were
applied in order to shift the peaks for clarity. 
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6.5 Performance anomalies

6.5.1 Control curve near pull-in voltage 

The voltage-vs.-wavelength control curve behaviour near the pull-in voltage 
Upi is not as expected. A parallel-plate actuator with constant spring load 
would not feature the turn of curvature seen in figure 40. The phenomenon 
occurs only with the design that has the electrode designed as a ring outside 
the optical area. The alternative design with the hole UM area electrode be-
haves according to the expectation [III].  This behaviour has not been seen in 
any other VTT surface-MEMS FPI designs for shorter wavelengths. 

The UM deflection response to the actuation transits from a regime in which 
the UM residual tensile stress dominates, to the regime where the deformation 
flexural stiffness takes over. The transition takes place at a given applied local 
area force, which depends on the factor (U/gap)2 [129]. The onset of the stiffer 
response, for individual samples of different rest gaps, is indeed bundled at the 
same location in a plot against U/gap [III]. This is indicated in figure 40 with 
the constant contour of U/  , which is proportional to U/gap at high-R band 
where the phase-shift R( ) is small (see eq. (2)). The design with the full-area 
electrode avoids the phenomenon because it reaches the pull-in at lower local 
force (U/gap) than the transition onset. 

The phenomenon can most probably be avoided in future designs. Higher 
poly-Si stress (by lower annealing T) should prevent the bending stiffness from 
dominating the response at any actuation voltage below the Upi. If higher 
stress brings the control voltage level undesirably high, another approach is to 
decrease the UM flexural stiffness at the actuator area. Sparser anchor matrix 
has been seen to bring the bending response looser [I]. Another idea could be 
to pattern the UM border area with wide openings in order to locally decrease 
the bending stiffness. This approach, however, is likely to bring along surprises 
in process integration at the release-etching step. 

Figure 43. TIR-version Si-FPI transmission measured data and simulation. The simulation is for
a model with uniform gap and 5-degree cone half angle. The peak heights are 94 % and
57 % and FWHM values 84 nm and 130 nm for the simulation and the measured data, re-
spectively.  
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6.5.2 FWHM non-uniformity 

The transmission peak FWHM evolution as a function of 1 , along with the 
tuning actuation, qualitatively deviates from the planar-model simulation near 
Upi and at 9000 nm < 1 < 9500 nm. The improved FWHM near Upi is readily 
explained by the UM central area tendency to become more planar with actua-
tion, as discussed in [V].  

The 10-nm bump of the FWHM at 9000 nm < 1 < 9500 nm has not been 
convincingly explained. Single-crystalline silicon does feature phonon absorp-
tion at 9100 nm [68, 122], but the spectral location of our anomaly is some 100 
nm - 200 nm offset from the phonon-state literature values. We may speculate 
whether the phonon energies appear little shifted in a mildly implanted poly-Si 
thin film. Absorption alone should not spread but merely depress the peak, but 
similar mechanism asymmetrically between the mirrors could cause widening.  

6.6 Limitations and improvement roadmap 

The desired performance metrics, such as narrower peak, higher transmission 
level, wider tuning range, and wider stop band, are each limited by some fac-
tors so that straightforward ideas to improve them may not work. Here we 
briefly address the known or suspected limitations that should be overcome 
first. 

6.6.1 Resolution 

The resolution, the peak FWHM, is commonly improved through the DBR 
reflectivity increase or by exploitation of a higher-order operation. The realis-
tic effect can be tested by simulation. The gap distribution is kept at a value 
that through integration sums up to the measured FWHM. Instead of the R 
(0.977 @  = 9300 nm) that gives the simulated uniform-gap FWHM when 
substituted in the Airy function (1), we substitute a higher R = 0.999. As ex-
pected, while the inherent Airy-function peak width shrinks towards zero, the 
distributed-gap integrated FWHM converges to the gap maximum deviation. 
With the values plotted in figure 41, the minimum FWHM at  = 9300 nm 
would be the indicated 72 nm given any unrealistically high R  1. One more 
poly-Si layer in the DBR, that is N = 5 instead of N =3 in equation (5), already 
increases the R enough to bring the planar-gap FWHM down by a factor of 10, 
which effectively leaves the gap distribution to dominate the FWHM. Through 
this reasoning, a 5-layer DBR, otherwise equally (non-) planar, would still im-
prove the FWHM significantly compared with our 3-layer version. 

The FWHM characterizes the transmission only in the spectral direction, and 
the peak level must be separately addressed. The above idea of increasing the 
R significantly without improvement in the gap distribution, would imply 
spreading the inherently narrow peak area, the total signal, spectrally many 
times wider. Conservation of the total signal results in very low transmission 
level. Whereas the 72 nm maximum gap deviation depresses the 3-layer DBR 
peak from 100 % down to 75 %, the 5-layer DBR peak would drop to 10-% level. 
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Any means to increase the R, whether more layers or higher nH >> nSi = 3.44, 
inevitably results in this same conclusion that the gap planarity also needs to 
be improved. 

The other option for narrower FWHM by the operation at a higher order 
shares the fundamental problem of narrow peak integrated over distributed 
gap, as discussed above. However, for the 2nd-order peak (m = 2 in (2) and (3)), 
the gap that suffers from the distribution is a ‘full-  gap’ instead of ‘ /2 gap’ for 
m = 1. Accordingly, given shift or distribution in gap height spreads the local 
peaks over half narrower spread of spectral locations. So the signal level suf-
fers somewhat less. 

Even if the application favours resolution over signal level, both the above 
means are still rather far-fetching from the process-integration point of view. 
The single anchored gap in the 3-layer UM would be doubled to two with the 
DBR N lifted from 3 to 5. On the other hand, 2nd-order operation for the TIR 
spectrum would require over 10-μm sacrificial layer, which induces new chal-
lenges for many fabrication steps. 

6.6.2 Transmission level 

Our measurements do not suggest much room for improvement in the signal 
level. As for the FWHM, the gap distribution is also the main threat for the 
peak height. Possible signal scatter should have manifested itself in the single-
DBR reflectivity measurement [I], where any such problems were not revealed.  

Introduction of gap distribution in the simulation, such that the measured 
FWHM is reproduced, still leaves 25 % of missing peak height unexplained. 
Dissipative loss in the poly-Si films cannot be ruled out. The single-DBR char-
acterization [I] would not reveal an increased extinction coefficient k that 
would still be high enough to eat the 25 %. If k = 10-2 is introduced in the simu-
lation, instead of the expected near-zero k = 10-4, the R curve maximum in fig-
ure 39 would drop by 1 % but the FPI transmission level by 28 %. The same 
additional loss would not affect the other readily measurable performance pa-
rameters, such as the FWHM or the peak spectral location. Further studies of 
the poly-Si loss factor should be carried out. A suspected mechanism of poly-Si 
phosphorus implantation from the PSG through the anchors has never been 
fully ruled out. However, non-PSG /4-gap sacrificial SiO2 option was included 
in the mid-IR-range Si-FPI study, but no correlation with the peak height was 
observed. 

6.6.3 Tuning range 

The Si-FPI stop band for the 1st-order operation (see figs. 41 and 42) is much 
wider compared with the 25 % tuning range. However, the peak already 
broadens by 30 % within the present tuning range (fig. 41) compared with the 
value at the DBR optimum wavelength. The performance sensitivity for the 
DBR reflectivity introduces the question of application specifications: how 
wide peak is accepted and which rejection ratio is still considered as ‘stop 
band’. 
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The electrostatic pull-in limit should be overcome if the application needs 
wider tuning range and accepts the FWHM compromise at near the DBR oper-
ation limits. All this work relies on DC capacitive actuation, but alternatives do 
exist. An actuation method with a serial capacitor and AC actuation voltage 
has been introduced [96] and applied in a VTT-type surface-MEMS FPI [17, 
79]. A disadvantage of this technique is in the increased control voltage, which 
would be especially harmful for our TIR-range device with already wide actua-
tion gap. 

More distant approach could be the use of piezo-electric actuation. Solid-film 
DBRs have been assembled into a piezo-actuated FPI and the poly-Si/air DBR 
structure has been speculated for the same technology. The assembly takes 
place after the DBR wafer process. The performance benefits are achieved 
through significantly increased cost and complexity. The target application 
must enough appreciate the extended tuning range and the potentially very 
wide optical area to accept the compromise of bulkier size and higher cost. 
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7. Conclusions 

The feasibility of the point-anchored poly-Si/air-gap DBR as the basic struc-
ture in a surface-MEMS FPI was shown [I]. The performance was more thor-
oughly studied at the thermal-IR spectral range [II, III] and the tendency of 
scalability was preliminarily demonstrated at the middle IR [V]. A relative res-
olution (100 % ×) FWHM/ 0 = 1.1 % was achieved for 7.5 μm <  < 10.5 μm 
and 0.75 % with a non-tunable device at   4.2 μm. Based on these indicators, 
potential in some applications can be estimated. 

Demonstrations of the thermal- and mid-IR range gas spectroscopy of mo-
lecular compounds in medical sciences have exploited the existing applicable 
instrumentation. While the diagnostic feasibility is in focus, the work does not 
address the question of lower limits of sufficient performance in the spectros-
copy hardware. An example is the alcohol and related solvents diagnosis in 
breath [40, 41, 45, 130]. The available tool is the ‘low-resolution’ FT-IR with 
the typical resolution of 8 cm-1. Another application, similarly demonstrated 
with the available high-precision instruments, is the bio-process reactor moni-
toring [35, 36, 131]. The experimental demonstrations [132, 133] exploit even 
higher resolution below 1 cm-1. Still, recent research co-operation at VTT has 
proven that the same application can adapt to much worse resolution when the 
cost, robustness, and size of the MEMS option can be benefited from.  

The FT-IR operating principle results in this constant resolution in the 
wavenumber scale, whereas our technology of a tunable interferometer merely 
suggests a constant relative resolution FWHM/ .  

The best relative resolution, 0.75 %, of this work is compared with the low-
resolution FT-IR in Table 4. At the TIR range, the Si-FPI could parallel the 
low-resolution FT-IR. Towards the shorter IR wavelengths, the FT-IR perfor-
mance escapes superior to our Si-FPI.  

For the MEMS device to find the applications, the existing feasibility studies 
of the spectroscopic techniques must be re-evaluated against the possibility of 

Table 4. The typical low-resolution FT-IR FWHM of 8 cm-1 compared with the best relative reso-
lution seen in this work: 0.75 %. The tabulated wavelengths are selected representative for this
work. 

Range role  / μm 8 cm-1 in  / nm 0.75 % rel. resol.

Our TIR optimization 9.3 70 70

Mid-IR CO2 absorption 4.2 14 32

Mid-IR CH-range centre 3.3 9 25

Typical NIR-spectroscopy 2 3 15
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much smaller, cheaper and more robust instrument at the cost of lower resolu-
tion. The threshold of many new applications in CH-compounds mid-IR spec-
troscopy has been speculated to lie at 25 nm resolution which, accidentally, 
just appears in Table 4. On the other hand, existing applications have been 
demonstrated with more modest resolution, too. A passive thermal-IR spec-
trum analysis for blood glucose monitoring was shown with a 200-nm resolu-
tion at 9 μm [46]. Non-published work at VTT has also revealed demand in the 
automotive industry for a miniature NIR spectrometer with indeed the same 
15-nm resolution that appears in Table 2 for  = 2.0 μm. 

Imaging applications are attractive since a hyperspectral thermal camera 
could be ultimately realized at so much lower cost that new application oppor-
tunities would open up. The imaging applications, discussed earlier, operate at 
visible and NIR spectra, where CCD sensors can be applied [134]. Miniaturiza-
tion of mid-IR and TIR range hyperspectral imaging is limited by the available 
pixel detectors [135]. Their pixel pitch exceeds that of the NIR-sensitive CCD 
and their associated cooling adds the system size enough to dilute the benefit 
of a MEMS-size filter [136]. However, uncooled TIR sensors are emerging [137, 
138]. In parallel, the mid-IR and TIR range DBR technology, developed for the 
monolithic MEMS FPI in this work, will be applied in a two-wafer assembled 
FPI of still wider optical area in the future work. 

The availability of our Si-FPI platform at shorter wavelengths remains to be 
proven in future work. We have introduced the tunable MEMS FPI for thermal 
IR and a preliminary feasibility study proved to perform well at the CO2-range 
mid-IR. Further work is ongoing for CH-range and the tunable mid-IR device 
will be reported outside this thesis work. Considering the equally interesting 
NIR range we have already, at the CH-range, met the expected obstacle of stic-
tion of the thinner poly-Si over narrow air-gaps. NIR range will need still more 
quantitative addressing of anchor densities and poly-Si stress. In principle, the 
Si-FPI is expected to be available all the way down to 1.1 μm, where finally the 
poly-Si becomes opaque. 
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